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Abstract
The investigation of military jet noise prediction and reduction is an ongoing activity.
Supersonic military jets radiate higher noise levels than commercial aircraft and are
not subject to noise requirements. The noise generating mechanisms for high-speed
jets are not entirely understood, making it difficult to set strict noise standards
similar to those imposed for commercial aircraft. However, many noise reduction
techniques have been applied to attempt to alleviate environmental and health
concerns. Little success has been achieved to date for noise reduction of exhaust
jets on supersonic tactical aircraft.
A newly developed method involves a system that generates fluidic inserts in a
supersonic nozzle flow to produce noise reduction. Numerical simulations have been
performed for a military-style basline nozzle and with the noise reduction method
of fluidic inserts used at a design Mach number of Md = 1.65 and at various off
design conditions. The purpose of the current numerical study is to provide insight
for the flow field generated by the fluidic inserts used to reduce supersonic jet noise.
The supersonic jet simulations are based on the use of high fidelity meshes
combined with advanced CFD technology. Steady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS) simulations are used to predict the flow field. Noise measurements have
been performed experimentally and the results from the numerical simulations
provide a correlation between aerodynamic properties and the corresponding noise
reduction. The complex nozzle geometry is modeled using both an unstructured
mesh and a multiblock structured mesh. The grids are generated by ANSYS ICEM
and Gridgen respectively. The numerical simulations are performed using ANSYS
CFX and Wind-US. The simulations with Wind-US use the Spalart-Allmaras
turbulence model, while the simulations with ANSYS CFX use the Menter SST
turbulence model. The results from the two flow solvers are compared and provide
good agreement.
The objective is to simulate a military-style nozzle, which resembles engines of
the GE F404 family, with fluidic inserts. The purpose of the fluidic inserts is to
alter the flow field similar to that of a hard wall corrugation in order to reduce
iii

components of noise radiation. The addition of the fluidic inserts increases the
complexity of the flow field for the supersonic jet. The numerical simulations
performed help to better distinguish the effects on the flow field due to the fluidic
inserts.
Preliminary work has been performed on a simpler geometry to provide further
insight to the effect of the fluidic inserts on the supersonic jet flow field. These
simulations are performed by fluid injection into a supersonic freestream over a
flat plate. All numerical simulations used a freestream Mach number of 1.5. The
numerical simulations used a wide range of pressure ratios for injecting the fluid
into the supersonic freestream. By changing the pressure ratio of the fluid injection,
the deflection of the freestream flow was better understood.
Simulations on a full three dimensional nozzle with fluidic inserts were performed
with conditions based on the preliminary studies. Parameters such as total pressure
and total temperature provide a representation of the fluidic insert shape. Other
integrated flow properties at the nozzle exit such as streamwise vorticity and
pressure differential were used to correlate with the noise reduction seen in the
experiments.
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Chapter 1 |
Introduction
1.1 Background
Since the invention of the jet engine, the high noise levels have impacted the
surrounding environment. The noise generated from commercial aircraft may pose
annoyance and disturbances to civilians in neighboring airport communities.
The jet noise generated from low bypass ratio turbo fan engines on current
tactical aircraft produce substantially higher noise levels than commercial aircraft
engines. These high noise levels can be very harmful to the personnel working near
the aircraft and can cause disturbances to the surrounding community near military
airfields. In recent years, compensation payments from the government continue to
increase due to claims for Noise Induced Hearing Loss by US veterans [6]. Even
though not all hearing loss claims are associated with tactical aircraft, the same
trend is expected to continue.
To attempt to reduce the preceding issues pertaining to environmental and
health concerns, strict regulations for noise levels have been created by the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) for commercial aircraft. The FAA has recorded
that there has been a 90 percent reduction in people exposed to significant noise
levels from 1975 to 2000, where the significant noise levels are defined as Day Night
Average Sound Level (DNL) of 65 decibels [7]. The coupling of advanced noise
reduction techniques and fleet deployment patterns have allowed for this reduction
in exposure.
Supersonic military jets radiate higher noise levels than commercial aircraft
and are not subject to noise requirements. The noise generating mechanisms for
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high-speed jets are not entirely understood, making it difficult to set strict noise
standards similar to those imposed for commercial aircraft. However, many noise
reduction techniques have been applied to attempt to alleviate environmental and
health concerns. Little success has been achieved to date for noise reduction of
exhaust jets on supersonic tactical aircraft.

1.2 Supersonic Jet Noise
This section describes the fundamental characteristics of supersonic jet noise and
the noise radiation components generated. The basic concepts of the convergentdivergent nozzle, flow-field structure, and the three noise components of supersonic
jets are presented.

1.2.1 Convergent-divergent nozzle for supersonic jets
The nozzle is the location from which hot gases are expelled from the combustion
chamber and exhaust into the atmosphere. In order to achieve the maximum
amount of thrust and a high propulsion efficiency, a high exit jet velocity is desired.
To increase the jet velocity, a convergent-divergent nozzle (CDN) must be used
to achieve supersonic speeds. To understand the noise components generated by
a supersonic CDN and its respective flow-field, the effect of the parameters and
conditions associated with the nozzle need to be understood.
The nozzle pressure ratio is the ratio of the jet plenum to the ambient pressure,
N P R = p0 /p∞ . The flow driven through the nozzle is directly related to the NPR.
Figure 1.1 shows a diagram of the various operating conditions for the CDN. The
minimum cross sectional area is called the throat, and has a diameter denoted by
D∗ .
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Figure 1.1. Schematic of a convergent-divergent nozzle and relative operating conditions
based on NPR [1]

Similar to the NPR, the total temperature ratio is the ratio of the total temperature in the plenum to the ambient temperature, T T R = T0 /T∞ . These conditions
can be determined by isentropic flow relations and characterize the operating conditions of the nozzle. Another important parameter is the Reynolds number, Re
[8]. This is defined as the ratio of dynamic forces to viscous forces (1.1).
Re =

Uj D
νj

(1.1)

Here, Uj is the fully expanded jet velocity, D is the jet exit diameter, and νj is the
full expanded jet flow kinematic viscosity. The design Mach number, Md , is the
fully expanded jet Mach number when the nozzle exit static pressure is equal to
ambient. This means that the flow is perfectly expanded or on-design and that
there are a minimum of shock waves or expansions in the jet plume. Figure 1.2
displays the changes to the jet plume based on varying nozzle exit static pressure
3

conditions.

Figure 1.2. Flow field for supersonic jet at various flow conditions [1]

The Md is directly related to the geometry of the nozzle. This is based on the
throat diameter, which is the diameter ratio of the exit to the throat, given by
(1.2).
γ+1
2(1−γ)
(1 + γ−1
)
D2
2
=
(1.2)
γ+1
γ−1
D∗2
Md (1 +
M 2 ) 2(1−γ)
2

d

Here γ is the specific heat ratio for an ideal gas. For air this value is 1.4. It is
important to note that the design Mach number cannot be obtained explicitly in
terms of the diameter ratio. To solve for Md an iterative method must be used.
When the area ratio is equal to 1, this is called choked flow. The Mach number is
equal to 1 at the jet exit for choked flow. The fully expanded jet Mach number,
Mj , is based on the NPR (1.3).
1/2

γ−1
2
Mj =
(N P R γ − 1)
γ−1
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(1.3)

The fully expanded jet diameter is based on the fully expanded jet Mach number
and design Mach number. If Mj 6= Md the jet is said to be operating at off-design
conditions. Depending upon the given NPR the jet can be operating subsonically
or supersonically.
Out of all the parameters discussed, the N P R is the most important parameter
for the flow field outside the nozzle. It can been seen in Figure -1.1 that if the NPR
is above NPRB the flow in the divergent section of the nozzle will be supersonic.
However, if the NPR < NPRD the flow will be subsonic outside of the nozzle. This
is due to a strong normal shock inside of the nozzle.
For this thesis the interest is with supersonic flow outside the nozzle. This
pertains to NPR > NPRD . Three jet conditions remain, which create a supersonic
jet. These correspond to curves E,F, and G in Figures 1.1 and 1.2.
First consider curve E. Here the NPRD < NPR < NPRF . This means that the
static pressure at the nozzle exit is less than ambient pressure. In order to adjust
for this deficit in pressure, oblique/bow shock waves occur in the plume to increase
the static pressure. This jet condition is considered to be over-expanded.
When the NPR = NPRF , the static pressure at the nozzle exit is equal to the
ambient pressure. Consequently, there is no need for expansion fans and shock
waves to alter the pressure. This jet condition is considered to be on design or
perfectly expanded. However, this condition is very rarely met due to complex
nozzle geometries and operating conditions.
If the NPR > NPRF , the static pressure at the nozzle exit is greater than
the ambient pressure. Expansion fans are generated at the nozzle exit to reduce
the exit pressure to ambient conditions. This jet condition is considered to be
under-expanded.

1.2.2 Structure of the supersonic jet flow-field
The previous section described the jet conditions that correspond to various N P R’s.
It gave a summary that covered the basic fluid mechanics and boundary conditions
to distinguish flow behavior. In this section the structure of the flow field, which
takes place in the nozzle and plume, is presented
All experiments and numerical simulations presented in this thesis are for
over-expanded or on-design jet conditions. The flow field structure for these two
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cases will be analyzed. To provide a basic understanding of the flow field within a
military-style nozzle, the baseline nozzle will be presented first. Then, the structure
for the flow field with the nozzle with fluidic inserts will be discussed.
The axisymmetric nozzle used in the present study has a design Mach number of
1.65. For the purpose of describing the flow field and relative similarity of structures
between unheated and heated jets, only the jet conditions with a TTR = 1.0 are
shown. The details of these simulations are discussed in Chapter 2. Figure 1.3
shows a numerical schlierens for the supersonic nozzle operating at over-expanded
and perfectly expanded jet conditions. The images are slices taken through the
centerline of the nozzle. The over-expanded jet is operating at a N P R = 3.0 and
Mj = 1.36. The on-design case is operating with a N P R = 4.67 and Mj = 1.65.

Figure 1.3. Numerical schlieren for a supersonic military-style nozzle: (a)over-expanded
jet conditions, (b) on-design jet conditions

For all operating conditions, the Mach number in the converging section of the
nozzle is always less than one. Once the flow meets the throat, M = 1. The nozzle
continues to expand and the Mach number continues to increase until the exit,
where it achieves M ≈ 1.65. It was shown by Meyer that the Mach number in
the z-direction has a quadratic distribution [9]. It is also important to note that
the jet, even when on-design, still has Mach waves inside the nozzle. This is due
to the sharp throat and that the design of the nozzle itself does not match the
characteristic Mach waves to cancel the reflection.
When the flow reaches the throat, two oblique shock waves are generated. They
coalesce and form a small Mach disk or barrel shock. This creates a small subsonic
region of flow behind the Mach disk. This region spans down the centerline of
the nozzle is called a slip line. This behavior has been seen before in numerical
6

simulations using Large Eddy Simulation (LES) for a similar military-style nozzle
geometry by Munday [10].
For the over-expanded jet condition the exit pressure is too low compared to the
ambient pressure outside the nozzle. This creates an oblique shock, which can been
seen at the nozzle exit. An oblique shock always begins from the nozzle lip when
the jet is over-expanded. There is a vertical line just aft of the nozzle, where the
oblique shocks converge. This is another Mach disk. However, it is much large than
the one seen in the nozzle. Note that Mach discs do not appear when the nozzle is
slightly off-design, but rather they are present for heavily off-design jet conditions.
After the oblique shocks terminate with the Mach discs, the rest of the plume is
followed by Prandtl-Meyer expansion fans. This region corresponds to a streamwise
pressure gradient which is less than one and continued acceleration of the fluid. For
the on-design condition, there are no strong oblique shock waves. This is because
the nozzle exit pressure closely matches the ambient pressure. In contrast to the
over-expanded jet condition, there are only weak waves that propagate downstream
when the jet is on-design. The diamond shaped patterns are generated by the
Mach waves interacting with the jet shear layer. The Mach waves continue to
weaken after each interaction with the jet shear layer. This pattern that continues
to propagate downstream is known as the shock cell structure.
The jet plume itself occurs in all jets, whether the conditions are subsonic or
supersonic. Associated with the plume is the turbulent jet shear layer. The shear
layer is generated by the instability associated with the flow from the high speed
jet core interacting with the freestream. This type of interaction is described by
the Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities [11]. Since the nozzle is composed of flaps and
seals, it is not circular. This creates additional instabilities in the form of toroidal
vortices [12]. This is what triggers the flow in the shear layer to become turbulent.
This fully turbulent shear layer is what encircles the shock cell structure. The Mach
waves weaken when they interact with the shear layer due to turbulent dissipation.
This interaction between the oblique shocks and the large scale turbulent structures
in the shear layer is the primary generator for broadband shock associated noise
(BBSAN).
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1.2.3 Three Components of Jet Noise Generation
The most common noise generation mechanism comes from unsteady turbulent
eddies in the shear layer. This is true for both subsonic and supersonic jets.
Supersonic jets generate two additional noise components when the jet is operating
off design. Noise spectra can be plotted as a function of a non-dimensional quantity
called the Strouhal number, St, on the x-axis and the Sound Pressure Level (SP L)
on the y-axis. The Strouhal number is based on a characteristic frequency, fc ,
which relies on the fully developed conditions of the nozzle. (1.4).
St = f /fc ,

fc =

uj
Dj

(1.4)

The SP L is calculated based on the spectral density of experimental data for the
time history of an acoustic signal. An example of a supersonic jet noise spectrum
that was presented by Tam [14] based on work done by Seiner [15] is seen in
Figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.4. Characteristics of supersonic noise spectra

When a supersonic jet operates off design, shock waves occur in the plume
resulting in broadband shock associated noise. These correspond to the broad peaks
in the far-field spectra at higher frequencies. The noise radiated from shocks is
highly directional, and depends heavily on the geometry and operating conditions
of the nozzle. The second additional component of noise generated by supersonic
jets is attributed to screech tones. These tones correspond to the sharper peak
at a discrete frequency in the far-field spectra. These spikes from screech tones
occur at all polar angles, as in the broadband shock-associated noise. The turbulent
mixing, shocks, and screech tones are the three contributors to noise generation for
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supersonic jets.
1.2.3.1

Broadband Shock Associated Noise

Broadband shock associated noise (BBSAN) is generated by the interaction of
shock waves or expansions with the shear layer in the jet plume. BBSAN radiates
predominantly upstream and is considered to be the dominant noise component in
the upstream direction. The BBSAN is nearly omnidirectional.
The first acoustical measurements to demonstrate the presence of BBSAN in
the far-field were performed by Harper-Bourne and Fisher [16]. The experiments
were designed to specifically study the BBSAN from an unheated, round CD nozzle.
At high frequencies the BBSAN must be carefully extracted from experiments.
Viswanathan showed that at these high frequencies the turbulent mixing noise can
have the same level of noise as BBSAN [17]. The difference in BBSAN between
heated and unheated jets has been documented by Bridges [18]. For an increase in
the TTR of the jet, there is a slight increase in the BBSAN. The BBSAN plateaus
once the TTR continues to rise. The effect of the increase of TTR on the shear
layer is thought to stabilize the magnitude of the large scale structures resulting in
this constant BBSAN.
1.2.3.2

Turbulent Mixing Noise

Turbulent mixing is a common noise generating mechanism for both subsonic and
supersonic jet conditions. It occurs in the downstream mixing region and turbulence
within the shear layer. It is generally accepted that there are two components that
comprise the turbulent mixing noise. These components are described as large scale
and fine scale structures [14]. The large scale structures tend to correspond to
sharper peaks within noise spectra. The effect of fine scale structures on the noise
spectra take place over a wide range of frequencies and have a broad spectrum, that
is more uniform than the large scale noise spectrum. These characteristic of the
turbulent mixing noise tend to propagate in the downstream direction of the jet.
The dominant component in the downstream arc for supersonic jets is called
Mach wave radiation. Mach wave radiation is highly directional and is generated
by the difference between the ambient speed of sound and the convection speed of
the turbulent eddies. The intensity of the Mach wave radiation can be far greater
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than noise levels in the upstream arc of the jet.
1.2.3.3

Screech Tones

Screech tones have high intensity noise and occur at distinct frequencies. This high
intensity can cause structural damage to the nozzle. Screech typically occurs in
model size jets, and disappears in full scale nozzles. Some parameters that typically
play a role in screech are the lip of the nozzle, temperature, and jet Mach number.
Tam et al. [19] characterized the noise generated by screech as a response to
a feedback loop. The loop is initially started by looking at the BBSAN. The
instability waves that are associated with the BBSAN are known to travel upstream.
The interaction of these instability waves with the nozzle lip, which takes place in
a very thin region of the shear layer, create additional instability waves. These
additional instabilities are small-amplitude waves that are excited near the nozzle
lip where the shear layer is susceptible to external excitation. They propagate
downstream and grow rapidly. This creates a very intense tonal noise, which is
referred to as screech.

1.3 Goals and Objectives
This section provides a description of fluidic inserts and the flow field structure
generated by the fluidic inserts in a supersonic military-style nozzle. Numerical
simulations are performed using steady RANS to produce a flow field for the
supersonic jet with the use of fluidic inserts. The steady RANS solutions for the
fluidic inserts in a supersonic military-style nozzle are validated with experimental
flow field measurements [3]. This provides confidence in the numerical simulations.
The goal of this thesis is to provide insight and guidance for experiments by using
CFD to simulate a wide range of jet and injector conditions for a supersonic
military-style nozzle using fluidic inserts to produce noise reduction.

1.3.1 Previous use of Fluidic Inserts
The technique of using fluidic inserts, similar to hard-wall corrugations [3], has been
used in the divergent section of a GE military-style convergent-divergent nozzle. The
idea for the fluidic inserts was based on the research by Seiner and his colleagues at
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NASA Langley Research Center and the University of Mississippi [5]. To produce a
fluidic insert, fluid is injected into the diverging section of the convergent-divergent
nozzle. The GE baseline nozzle used in the present study operates with a design
Mach number Md = 1.65 and is representative of the exhaust of aircraft engines
from the GE F404 family. The conical geometry of the convergent-divergent nozzle
is accompanied by 12 facets in the divergent section corresponding to flaps and
seals. In practice, the flaps and seals are interleaved to facilitate area adjustments
for the operational nozzle.
Experimental results have shown the method of fluidic inserts to be an effective
method for noise reduction [3]. However, experiments have limitations on the data
they are able to record. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has become a
powerful tool to assist and provide guidance in experimental jet noise research. The
continued increase in computer technology enables higher levels of fidelity. This
allows for more realistic computational simulations of complex flows.

1.3.2 Structure of Supersonic Jet Flow Field with Fluidic Inserts
The same basic concepts relating to design conditions described above still pertain
to the nozzle with fluidic inserts. However, by having a supersonic cross flow in the
core of the nozzle, the flow field structure can change dramatically. A numerical
schlieren show the changes in the shock cell structure in Figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5. Numerical Schlieren of Fluidic Insert on Military Style Nozzle

By injecting fluid into a high speed region additional bow shocks form in front
of the injectors. The bow shock from the first injector coalesces with the oblique
shock generated from the sharp throat almost immediately. The bow shock in front
of the downstream injector is more easily distinguishable in the schlieren. Behind
each injector the flow undergoes a rapid expansion. The flow loses velocity in the
region between the bow shock in front of the injector and expansion following the
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injector, but the flow still remains supersonic. The Mach disk that was seen in
Figure 1.3 has been almost entirely eliminated. This is typically a good indicator
for noise reduction. Another distinguishable feature between the baseline nozzle
and the nozzle with fluidic inserts is that the plume is now shorter. The flow field
shape of the plume for axisymmetric remains circular as it continues downstream.
The plume becomes more triangular with the addition of fluidic inserts and hard
walled corrugations. Experiments by Powers [13] demonstrate this for the same
military-style nozzle used in this thesis, but on a slightly smaller scale. 1.6.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.6. Cross Stream Mach number from Powers [13]
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Chapter 2 |
Numerical Methods
Two different techniques were used to produce numerical results. The flow solvers
used were Wind-US and ANSYS-CFX. The grid generation software used was
Pointwise Gridgen and ANSYS-ICEM. A background of the flow solvers and grid
generation softwares used will be provided. The numerical methods and turbulence
models that were used for the flow solvers will be described. The simulation strategy
for the different numerical methods are discussed in this chapter.

2.1 Governing Equations
Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations were used to model the military
style nozzle with fluidic inserts and the fluidic injection into a supersonic free stream.
These problems are inherently unsteady and turbulence can play a major role in
these flows. However, the purpose of these numerical simulation was to provide
guidance for experiments and gain a basic understanding of how the flow was being
altered by the fluidic inserts.
To help make the correlation between the RANS equations and the turbulence
modeling the RANS equation will be written in form of a mean and fluctuating
component (2.1).
Ui = Ui + ui

(2.1)

For compressible flows, the averaging is weighted by density. This is called
Favre-averaging. By substituting the mean and fluctuating components into the
original transport equations, the result is the RANS equations (also known as Favre15

averaged equations). Below listed are the resulting RANS continuity, momentum,
and energy equations (2.2) (2.3) (2.4). The over-bar is dropped for the averaged
quantities, but remains over the product of two fluctuating components.
∂
∂ρ
+
(ρUj ) = 0
∂t ∂xj

(2.2)

∂ρUi
∂
∂p
∂
+
(ρUi Uj ) = −
+
(τij − ρui uj ) + SM
∂t
∂xj
∂xi ∂xj

(2.3)

∂ρhtot ∂ρ
∂
∂
∂T
∂
−
+
(ρUj htot ) =
(λ
− ρuj h) +
[Ui (τij − ρui uj )] + SE (2.4)
∂t
∂t ∂xj
∂xj ∂xi
∂xj
Here the shear stress tensor is given by:
τij = µt (

∂ui ∂uj
2 ∂uk
2
+
−
δij ) − ρkδij
∂xj
∂xi
3 ∂xj
3

(2.5)

The continuity equation remains unchanged after implementing the mean and
fluctuating components. The momentum and energy equation have new terms
involved that contain the turbulent fluxes. These are seen the Reynolds stress
tensor, ρui uj , which occurs because of the non-linear convective term in the original
governing equations. Another term arises in the energy equation due to turbulent
fluxes, ρui h. It is important to note that these turbulent fluctuations are much
larger than molecular fluxes because their length scales are much larger than the
molecular mean free path of thermal fluctuations [20]

2.2 Turbulence Models
2.2.1 Spalart-Allmaras Model
The turbulence model used for the computations using Wind-US was the oneequation Spalart-Allmaras model. This model is efficient and produces a continuous
turbulent viscosity distribution.
The Spalart-Allmaras model is a transport equation for the eddy viscosity.
The central quantity for the turbulence model is the eddy viscosity, νt . Here
the Reynolds stress is defined as −ui uj = 2νt Sij , where the strain rate tensor,
j
i
Sij = ( ∂U
+ ∂U
)/2. The turbulent kinetic energy, k, is not part of this model. This
∂xj
∂xi
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is not a problem for thin shear flows and is approximated for all cases by adding
2k/3 to the diagonal terms of the stress tensor. Since νt Sij is proportional to k, an
approximation of the turbulent kinetic energy be used.
There are different regions to consider for turbulence models: viscous sublayer,
buffer region, logarithmic region, and wake region. The eddy viscosity is equal to
kyuτ in the log region, but this does not hold true for the buffer region. A new
variable ν̃ is defined to equal kyuτ , which applies all the way to the wall. The
following viscous function was then defined (2.6).
νt = ν̃fv1 ,

fv1 =

χ3
,
χ3 + c3v1

χ=

ν̃
ν

(2.6)

Here ν is the molecular viscosity. The variable ν̃ is determined by the following
transport equation (2.7).
Dν̃
1
= cb1 [1 − ft2 ]S̃ ν̃ + [∇ · ((ν + ν̃∇ν̃) + cb2 (∇ν̃ 2 )]
Dt
σ
 2
cb1
ν̃
−[cw1 fw − 2 ft2 ]
+ ft1 ∆U 2
κ
d

(2.7)

In (2.7) S̃ contains the term for the magnitude of vorticity, S. This is based on
the distance to the wall, d, as seen below.
S̃ = S +

ν̃

fv2 = 1 −

fv2 ,
κ2 d2

χ
1 + χfv1

(2.8)

The function ft2 is defined as:
ft2 = ct3 exp(−ct4 χ2 )

(2.9)

The function for in the near wall region, fw is then defined, as given in (2.10). The
values of this function become constant for large values of r. So, when the values
of r become large they can be truncated to be approximately 10.
"

1 + c6
fw = g 6 w3
g + c6w3

#1/6

,

g = r + cw2 (r6 − r),

r=

ν̃
S̃κ2 d2

(2.10)

The trip function, ft1 , incorporates the distance from the field point to the trip
on the wall (dt 0), the wall vorticity (ωt ), and the difference between velocity
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Spalart-Allmaras Turbulence Model Constants
κ = 0.41
cb1 = 0.1355
cb2 = 0.622
σ = 2/3
cw1 = cb1 κ2 + (1 + cb2 )/σ
cw2 = 0.3
cw3 = 2
cv1 = 7.1
ct1 = 1
ct2 = 2
ct3 = 1.1
ct4 = 2
Table 2.1. Spalart-Allmaras Turbulence Model Constants

at the trip and field point (∆U ) (2.11). The trip function also uses the grid
spacing with respect to the wall and trip point (∆x) through another parameter
gt = min(0.1, ∆U/ωt ∆x).
ω2
ft1 = ct1 gt exp −ct2 t 2 [d2 + gt2 d2t ]
∆U

!

(2.11)

The constants used in the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model can be found in
Table 2.1. This has been a brief synopsis of the work from Spalart and Allmaras
[21], where a full derivation can be found.

2.2.2 Menter SST Model
The Navier-Stokes equations describe both laminar and turbulent flows, without
the need for turbulence models. This is called Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS).
However, turbulence develops due to instabilities in the flow, which are tripped from
a large range Reynolds numbers. Turbulence itself is complex. It is inherently three
dimensional, unsteady, and has a variety of different length and time scales. DNS
has been done for simple flows with low Reynolds numbers. However, the high mesh
fidelity that would be required to do DNS for high Reynolds number, complex flows
are not feasible with today’s computing power [20]. To make reasonable predictions
for the turbulence in the flow field, Large Eddy Simulations (LES) and Detached
Eddie Simulations (DES) have been used. For RANS calculations, a turbulence
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model is necessary to provide some characteristic traits of the turbulence in the
flow. For these particular problems no transitional turbulence model was necessary
because the Reynolds number is sufficiently high enough for fully turbulent flow,
both in the injectors and the nozzle.
ANSYS-CFX has many turbulence models available for Reynolds-Averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations. There are one equation and two equation turbulence models as well as algebraic Reynolds-Averaged models. The one equation
is typically based on the eddy viscosity and the two equation models are based
on a turbulence properties of the flow and two transport equations. Popular two
equation turbulence models are the k-epsilon (k-) and the k-omega (k-ω) turbulence models. These two turbulence models are relatively accurate when applied to
proper problems. These two models relate the Reynolds stress to the mean velocity
gradients and turbulent viscosity by using the gradient hypothesis method. These
models use the product of the turbulent length scale and velocity to describe the
viscosity [20]. A brief background on these methods will be presented along with
their strengths and weaknesses.
The k- turbulence model uses the turbulent kinetic energy, k, and the turbulent
dissipation, , as the basis for the two transport equations. This model provides
good results for free-shear flows with a low pressure gradient. The key attribute
that relates to the Menter SST model is the free stream independence of the k-
model. However, this model is highly sensitive to the grid resolution near the wall.
This sensitivity combined with wall bounded, high pressure gradient flows provides
difficulty for the k- model and often results are inaccurate [22].
The k-ω model uses the turbulent kinetic energy, k, and the turbulent frequency,
ω, as the basis for the two transport equations. Unlike the k- model, the k-ω
model is not highly sensitive in near wall regions and is numerically stable. This
produces good results through the logarithmic region of the boundary layer. Unlike
the k- model, the k-ω does not use non-linear damping functions. This allows
for numerical stability and a more robust model [20]. The attributes of numerical
stability is the key parameter that the k-ω model relates with the Menter SST
model. The k-ω model encounters difficulties due to its sensitivity to the conditions
in the free stream [22].
Both of these two equation models fail when separation occurs. However, by
combining the most strengths of both of these two equation models makes for a
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more robust and versatile turbulence model. The Menter SST model incorporates
the free stream independence from the k- model, while maintaining the numerical
stability and robustness in the near wall region from the k-ω model. By combining
the k- and k-ω models, the two equation SST modeled is developed (2.12).
Dρk
∂ui
∂
∂k 

= τij
− β ∗ ρωk +
[(µ + σk µt )
]

Dt
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj 





Dρω
γ ∂ui
∂
∂ω
2
= τij
− βρω +
[(µ + σω µt )
] + ...

Dt
νt ∂xj
∂xj
∂xj




1 ∂k ∂ω 



... + 2(1 − F1 )ρσω2

ω ∂xj ∂xj


(2.12)

The SST method provides highly accurate prediction until flow separation occurs
due to heavy adverse pressure gradients. The failure to accurately predict the
region of flow separation is because the model does not account for the turbulent
shear stress transport. This results in an over prediction of the eddy-viscosity. In
order to atone for this over prediction a limiter can be placed on the eddy-viscosity
(2.13).
a1 k
νt =
(2.13)
max(a1 ω2 SF2 )
This is done using blending functions, which are based on the distance to the
nearest surface, y. Blending together F1 and F2 are critical for the success of the
SST method [20]. In the near wall region these functions should converge to 1 and
they should be 0 far away from the surface (2.14)
√



k 500ν 4ρσω2 k 4 

F1 = tanh([min(max(
, 2 ),
)] )


2
0.09ωy y ω CDkω y
√

2 k 500ν 2 


F2 = tanh([max(
, 2 )] )
0.09ωy y ω

(2.14)

In equations (2.14), the term CDkω represents the cross-diffusion:
CDkω = max(2ρσω2

1 ∂k ∂w
, 10−20 )
ω ∂xj ∂xj

(2.15)

Due to the nature of the problems in this thesis being compressible and supersonic, the SST turbulence model was used for all computations.
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2.2.3 Numerical Solvers
2.2.3.1

Wind-US

Wind-US is a flow solver developed by NASA Glenn Research Center. The code
uses a second order finite difference method for the conservative form flow equations.
The explicit terms are solved using upwind or central difference schemes, while the
implicit terms are solved using either an approximately factored or four order RungeKutta scheme. For this research, Wind-US was used with a three-dimensional,
multi-block structured mesh. Wind-US has the capability of solving both the Euler
or Reynolds-averaged form of the Navier-Stokes equation. A brief description of
the equations and turbulence model will be provided in this section. The Wind
US code was developed by Bush [23]. He created a code called the Navier-Stokes,
Time-Dependent (NASTD) code. It has the capability of computing through a
wide range of flow regimes. The numerical approach is a time marching scheme of
the full Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations in conservative form (2.16).
∂Q ∂E ∂F
∂G
∂R ∂S ∂T
+
+
+
=
+
+
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂z
∂x
∂y
∂z

(2.16)

These equations represent conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. The left
hand side of the equations incorporate the inviscid time dependent, transport, and
work done by pressure terms, as shown in (2.17).
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(2.17)

The variables on the right hand side of equations (2.16) incorporate the viscous
terms and thermal gradient terms. The definitions for R, S, T are shown in equation
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(2.18).
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(2.18)

where R, S, T, and Et can be written as:
∂T
∂x
∂T
S4 = uτxy + vτyy + wτyz + k
∂y
∂T
T4 = uτxz + vτyz + wτzz + k
∂z
2
2
Et = ρe + 1/2ρ(u + v + w2 )

R4 = uτxx + vτxy + wτxz + k

(2.19)

The thermodynamic properties and viscosity as a function of temperature are
related using the ideal gas law and Sunderland’s law respectively (2.20).
P = (γ − 1)ρe = ρRT
T
µ
=
µ0
T0


3/2

T0 + K
T +K

(2.20)

Here K = 198.60 R and the thermal conductivity, k, is derived based upon a constant
value for the Prandtl number. In general this value is specified as Pr = .72. Further
derivations for the solution of the governing equations explicitly and implicitly can
be found in [23].
2.2.3.2

ANSYS-CFX

For this thesis, version 15 of ANSYS-CFX is used as the flow solver and ANSYSICEM is used for mesh generation.
ANSYS-CFX uses a finite volume method to make numerical predictions. All
problems solved using ANSYS-CFX are three dimensional. Within ANSYS-CFX
there are three tools: CFX-PRE, CFX-SOLVER, and CFX-POST. CFX-PRE is
used to set boundary conditions and setup the problem. CFX-SOLVER is used
to run the simulation. CFX-SOLVER implements a solution to the conservative
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form of the Navier-Stokes equations. CFX-POST is used for post processing of the
simulation results [20].
CFX-SOLVER was used with its parallel processing capabilities to increase the
computational speed. ANSYS-CFX has the ability to solver high-speed compressible
flows. For both the injector over a flat plate and military style nozzle with fluidic
inserts, the Menter Shear Stress Transport (SST) turbulence model is used.

2.3 Grid Generation
2.3.1 Pointwise Gridgen
A brief overview of Pointwise Gridgen will be discussed in this section. The mesh
generated by Gridgen has been used in conjunction for the numerical simulations
performed by the flow solver Wind-US.
Gridgen has the capability of generating a variety of multi-block grids. A multiblock grid is created by dividing up the entire computational domain into small
subsections, which are called blocks. These blocks can be structured, unstructured,
or hybrid. Gridgen can produce both two dimensional and three dimensional blocks;
however, for the purpose of this thesis only three dimensional blocks will be taken
into consideration. Additionally, only structured blocks will be presented since the
mesh used by Wind US was purely structured.
A structured grid consists purely of hexahedral cells that have been arranged
in an ordered IxJxK array. All of the results presented in this thesis used a
structured multi-block mesh with perfectly matching interfaces. This means that
the connection between the nodes at the block interfaces was one-to-one [24].
In order to create a block in Gridgen connectors and domains need to be created.
The connectors can initially be created on a CAD drawing that was imported into
Gridgen, or the geometry itself can be made in Gridgen by creating connectors.
A domain is created by linking four connectors that form a closed surface. The
connectors opposite each other must have the same number of nodes. Once six
domains are created, forming a closed volume, a block is generated by selecting
those six domains.
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2.3.2 ANSYS-ICEM
This section provides a brief overview of the mesh generation software ANSYSICEM, which was used to generate the grids for thesis.
ICEM is an advanced grid generation software that is capable of taking various
complex geometries and creating optimized meshes. In order to have an optimum
mesh, it is important to maintain a strong relationship between the geometry
being modeled and the mesh that is generated. ICEM has the capability of
generating numerous types of formats for mesh generation: multiblock structured,
unstructured hexahedral, unstructured tetrahedral, cartesian with H-grid refinement,
hybrid meshes, and quadrilateral and triangular surface meshes. The unstructured
hexahedral format was used to generate the mesh for the military-style nozzle and
the preliminary flat plate case [2].

2.3.3 Hexa Mesh
Hexahedral mesh generation is done within ICEM’s Hexa package. Hexa allows
for 3 dimensional, multi-block structured and unstructured, surface and volume
meshes. With Hexa, block topology is generated directly onto the CAD geometry.
Once the block topology is generated, interactive tools are used to relate it directly
to the geometry. Terminology for block topology and geometry can be seen in 2.2.
This can be done by splitting edges, faces, or blocks. Furthermore, block vertices
can be moved, edges can be associated with particular curves of the geometry, and
faces can be associated with a geometry’s surface. Blocking tools such as rotation,
translation, and scaling are available for quick block manipulation or copying. Hexa
is a projection-based mesh generator. This means that edges and faces will be
associated with the nearest corresponding curves and surfaces in the geometry [2].
This allows for minimal manual association and less complexity in mesh generation.
Geometric Data Entities
Points
Curves
Surfaces

Block Topology Data Entities
Vertices
Edges
Faces
Blocks

Table 2.2. Geometry and Block Topology Terminology
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Hexa offers different types of blocks, which can be chosen based on the corresponding model. The block types are mapped/structured, swept, and free
unstructured 2.1.

Figure 2.1. Types of Hexa Blocks [2]

Mapped/structured blocks were used in the mesh generation of the military-style
nozzle and fluidic injector over a flat plate.
If a circular geometry is being meshed an O-grid can be created to smooth
the mesh and avoid singularities and badly mesh cells. An O-grid is generated by
taking a single block and splitting it into five separate blocks 2.2.
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Figure 2.2. Initial Block, O-Grid, O-grid with face associated to surface [2]

O-grid generation is automatic with ICEM. All the user needs to do is select
the appropriate blocks and if necessary desired faces.
ICEM also allows the user to check the quality of the pre-mesh. This can be
done by looking at the determinant and angle of the cells. The determinant checks
the deformation of the mesh by computing the Jacobian of each hexahedron and
normalizing it with the determinant of the corresponding matrix. The values range
from 0 to 1, where 1 is a perfect cube and 0 is an inverted cell with a negative
volume. In general it is good practice to have the determinant of all hexahedron to
be greater than 0.3. The angle also provides a good check for mesh quality. 900 is
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the maximum allowable internal angle deviation. The smaller the angle the more
skewed the cell. This decreases the effectiveness of the solver [2].

2.4 Simulation Strategy
The first numerical simulations were done using Wind-US. The high-speed military
jet nozzle was accompanied with rectangular injectors. Even though the experiments
used circular injectors, the rectangular injectors allowed for a more simplistic
approach to mesh generation. The rectangular injectors matched the effective areas
from the experimental set-up. Numerous simulations were run at various injection
pressure ratios (IPR) to attempt to find correlations between the noise reduction
and aerodynamic properties.
The decision was then made to create circular injectors to create a better
representation of the experimental set-up. The mesh generation became more
complex due to the nature of having a cylindrical interface on a Cartesian surface.
Issues arose with grid generation and Wind-US and the decision was made to switch
to ANSYS-CFX and ANSYS-ICEM.
The flow field generated by the on-design high-speed military jet is already
complex due to the presence of oblique shocks generated due to the sharp throat.
When the nozzle is off-design, the shock structures change in the plume. To have a
basic understanding of how the flow from the injectors effected the core flow in the
high-speed jet nozzle, a simpler approach was applied to a flat plate. Confidence
and familiarity were gained using the ANSYS-ICEM and ANSYS-CFX by running
the simpler case of two injectors over a flat plate. The use of this preliminary study
was computational less expensive and had a much faster wall clock time. The
numerical simulations were then performed for the high-speed military style nozzle
with the fluidic inserts.
For this thesis the upstream and downstream injectors shared the same diameter.
The upstream injector was always at a 450 angle and the downstream injector was
at a 900 angle relative to the jet centerline. Further studies will be done to change
the injector angle and vary the hole diameter, but that is beyond the scope of this
thesis.
This section also provides the boundary conditions for the computational domain
and all the different input conditions for the fluidic inserts and the main flow. The
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flow conditions were held the same for an increase in Reynolds number, so the
geometry and the grid were enlarged. The dimensional quantities of the geometry
and the mesh parameters are provided in this section.

2.4.1 Two Fluidic Inserts over a Flat Plate
To gain a better understanding of how the flow from the injectors was effecting the
core flow, a preliminary study was done injecting fluid through a flat plate into
a supersonic free stream. The upstream and downstream injectors held the same
spacing as the were implemented on the military-style nozzle. The computational
domain in Fig. 2.3 illustrates the flat plate with two fluidic inserts entering the
freestream at 450 and 900 respectively. The 450 injector is the upstream injector
and the injection pressure ratio is labeled as IP R1 . Similarly, the 900 , downstream
injector is listed as IP R2 . The computational domain spanwise length and height
are 100D, while the streamwise length is 200D. The outer domain extends far
enough away from the injectors, so the flow from the injector is independent of the
outer boundaries. This is important for the Menter SST turbulence model as well
do to its dependence on freestream conditions.

Figure 2.3. Full computational domain for two injectors over a flat plate

The mesh generated by ICEM is an unstructured mesh composed of quads and
hexas. The mesh is a single domain, where all block interfaces are merged and
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independent of the number of blocks in the model. The complexity of the mesh is
the interface with the injection port and the flat surface. Fig. 2.4 illustrates how
ICEM is able to use an O grid to mesh around the orifice.

Figure 2.4. Close up of O grid around circular injector

The boundary condition for the main flow over the flat plate was set to a
Mach number of M = 1.5 2.5. For numerical stability the sides and bottom of
the computation domain as seen in Fig. 2.6 were given a streamwise velocity and
maintained ambient static pressure and temperature conditions of 101008 Pa and
288 K respectively.
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Figure 2.5. Inlet boundary conditions for supersonic flat plate with fluidic injection
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Figure 2.6. Freestream boundary conditions for supersonic flat plate with fluidic
injection
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The entire flat plate is a no-slip, adiabatic wall. The flat plate begins 50Dinj
before the first injector. This allows the for the boundary layer to grow. Similarly,
the wall for the injection ports are adiabatic, no-slip walls. The application of these
boundary conditions can be seen in Figure 2.7. The inlet boundary condition for
the injectors is specified by the total pressure, total temperature, and flow direction.
The injector pressure ratios (IP R), P0 /P∞ , for all the simulations for the fluidic
inserts are listed in Tab. 2.3.

Figure 2.7. Wall boundary conditions for supersonic flat plate with fluidic injection
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Flat Plate Fluidic Insert Conditions
Case Number M IP R1 IP R2
Case 1
1.5
1.5
1.9
Case 2
1.5
1.5
3.0
Case 3
1.5
1.5
4.5
Case 4
1.5
1.8
2.4
Case 5
1.5
1.8
3.7
Case 6
1.5
2.1
1.9
Case 7
1.5
2.1
3.0
Case 8
1.5
2.1
4.5
Case 9
1.5
2.4
2.4
Case 10
1.5
2.4
3.7
Case 11
1.5
2.7
1.9
Case 12
1.5
2.7
3.0
Case 13
1.5
2.7
4.5
Table 2.3. Flat Plate Fluidic Insert Injection Pressure Ratios

2.4.2 Military-Style Round Nozzle Baseline and with Fluidic Inserts
This section is broken into two separate parts. Numerical simulations were done
on the military-style nozzle using Wind-US and ANSYS-CFX. Computations
done with Wind-US were with rectangular injectors on the military-style nozzle,
while simulations using ANSYS-CFX were with circular injection ports. The first
part will discuss the strategy and boundary conditions used in Wind-US and the
second part will list the boundary conditions and strategy used with ANSYS-CFX.
Both simulations consisted of 3 corrugations and 6 injectors. The upstream and
downstream injectors had the same diameter and were placed at 30 percent and 70
percent of the nozzle with respect to the throat. The upstream and downstream
injectors were angled at 450 and 900 with respect to the jet centerline. The baseline
nozzle, without fluidic inserts, was modeled for both cases and ran with both
Wind-US and ANSYS-CFX. The baseline case will be discussed briefly in these
sections as well.
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2.4.2.1

Rectangular Injectors and Wind-US

All of the cases run with Wind-US were unheated jets, meaning that the total
temperature ratio(T T R) was equal to 1. Before the injectors were designed on the
military-style nozzle, the baseline nozzle was modeled. The grid was composed
of approximately 13 million nodes. The mesh was developed in Gridgen and is
multi-blocked, structured. The full computational domain can be seen in figure
2.8

Figure 2.8. Full Computational Domain of Baseline Nozzle in Gridgen

The baseline nozzle was only run as an unheated jet, T T R = 1.0. It was run
at two nozzle pressure ratios (N P R) of 3.0 and 3.5. These N P R’s correspond to
underexpanded jet conditions with Mj = 1.36 and Mj = 1.47. The freestream
boundary conditions were specified with ambient static conditions and a Mach
number of 0.1. The freestream boundary conditions surrounds the entire domain,
but an outlet boundary condition is specified using the downstream pressure at the
end of the computational domain. This allowed the flow to propagate out of the
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domain smoothly without any reflection 2.9.

Figure 2.9. Outflow boundary condition location in baseline nozzle computational
domain in Gridgen

The nozzle is designed with an initial slip wall region, which allows the flow
develop before the nozzle convergent section. The lip wall and the convergentdivergent section of the nozzle were no slip, adiabatic walls. The inviscid wall and
viscous wall of the nozzle can be seen in figure 2.10 as red and green respectively.
The shroud was also an inviscid wall to produce clean flow over the nozzle 2.11.
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Figure 2.10. Wall boundary condition location in baseline nozzle computational domain

Figure 2.11. Shroud boundary condition location in baseline nozzle computational
domain in Gridgen

The military-style nozzle was initially modeled with rectangular injectors in
Pointwise Gridgen. There were 3 corrugations and 6 injectors. They were spaced
at 30 percent and 70 percent in the nozzle with respect to the nozzle throat. The
computational set up of the injectors mounted on the nozzle can be seen in figure
2.12. The injectors had perfectly matching interfaces with the nozzle. The same
boundary conditions were applied to the nozzle walls and outer computational
domain as the baseline nozzle. The mesh consisted of approximately 13 million
nodes. The injector walls were no slip, adiabatic walls and at the inlet boundary
condition the total pressure and total temperature were specified along with the
flow direction. Twenty one different cases were run in accordance with experiments.
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The IP Rs for these cases can be seen in table 2.4. The nozzle pressure ratios
for cases 1-9 were 3.0 and 10-21 were 3.5. To compare with experimental noise
reduction, aerodynamic properties from the field from these cases were taken and
correlated.

Figure 2.12. Rectangular injector boundary condition location in military-style nozzle
computational domain in Gridgen
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Rectangular Injector Case
NP R
Case Number Mj
N P R = 3.0
Case 1
1.36
N P R = 3.0
Case 2
1.36
N P R = 3.0
Case 3
1.36
N P R = 3.0
Case 4
1.36
N P R = 3.0
Case 5
1.36
N P R = 3.0
Case 6
1.36
N P R = 3.0
Case 7
1.36
N P R = 3.0
Case 8
1.36
N P R = 3.0
Case 9
1.36
N P R = 3.5
Case 10
1.47
N P R = 3.5
Case 11
1.47
N P R = 3.5
Case 12
1.47
N P R = 3.5
Case 13
1.47
N P R = 3.5
Case 14
1.47
N P R = 3.5
Case 15
1.47
N P R = 3.5
Case 16
1.47
N P R = 3.5
Case 17
1.47
N P R = 3.5
Case 18
1.47
N P R = 3.5
Case 19
1.47
N P R = 3.5
Case 20
1.47
N P R = 3.5
Case 21
1.47

Runs
IPR1
1.89
1.89
1.89
3.0
3.0
3.0
4.5
4.5
4.5
1.45
1.45
1.45
1.89
1.89
1.89
3.0
3.0
3.0
4.5
4.5
4.5

IPR2
1.89
3.0
4.5
1.89
3.0
4.5
1.89
3.0
4.5
1.45
1.89
3.0
4.5
1.45
1.89
3.0
4.5
1.45
1.89
3.0
4.5

Table 2.4. Rectangular Injector Case Runs

2.4.2.2

Circular Injectors and ANSYS-CFX

Similarly to the strategy described with the rectangular injectors and using the
flow solver Wind-US, the baseline nozzle was run at different operating condition
and then the injectors were implement on the military-style nozzle. The grid for
all of the simulations using ANSYS-CFX were created with ANSYS-ICEM. They
were created into an unstructured mesh, with a single domain. The unstructured
mesh consisted purely of hexahedral and quadrilateral cells. This mesh consists of
approximately 11.5 million nodes.
The baseline nozzle was run at T T R = 1.0 and T T R = 3.0 for a N P R = 3.0.
This corresponds to a fully developed jet Mach number equal to 1.36. The same
geometry was used in generating the mesh as with previous mesh generation in
Gridgen. So direct comparisons of the flow field could be analyzed between flow
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solver results.
The baseline nozzle boundary conditions will be described in full. The boundary
conditions for the nozzle with fluidic inserts will cover on the boundary conditions
applied to the injectors. This is because, the boundary conditions for the nozzle
walls, shroud, and outer computational domain were the same for both the baseline
nozzle and nozzle with fluidic inserts.
The outer computation domain consists of opening and outlet boundary conditions. The opening boundary conditions is similar to the freestream boundary
condition, which was set in the Wind-US simulations. The opening boundary
condition specified the ambient static pressure and temperature to be 101008 Pa
and 288 K. The fluid velocity was specified to have a streamwise Mach number
equal to 0.1. The opening boundary condition surrounds the entire domain until
the fluid reaches the end of the domain the streamwise direction. At this boundary
an outlet condition is specified to be in the subsonic flow regime and the average
static pressure over the domain area 2.13.

Figure 2.13. Outlet boundary condition location in baseline nozzle computational
domain for ANSYS-CFX
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Unlike the mesh generation that was used for Wind-US, there was no inviscid
wall region in the nozzle. The nozzle consisted purely of no slip, adiabatic wall
boundary conditions. This was also true for the nozzle lip 2.14.

Figure 2.14. Wall boundary condition location in baseline nozzle computational domain
for ANSYS-CFX

The shroud was redesigned to ensure that the circular injectors were completely
encompassed by the shroud. Cases were run when the injectors protruded into
the freestream domain through the shroud. The boundary conditions would get
confused in ANSYS-CFX and pull the flow from the freestream into the injectors.
This caused issues with convergence as well. The shroud design was based off the
CAD geometry that was used in experiments. The difference between the shroud
used in experiments and the one in the computational domain was that there is no
gap between the nozzle and the shroud. In reality there is a small gap between the
nozzle and the shroud. This gap was ignored to reduce the mesh complexity and
because the purpose of smooth flow over the nozzle could be achieved by specifying
an inviscid wall boundary condition 2.15.
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Figure 2.15. Shroud boundary condition location in baseline nozzle computational
domain for ANSYS-CFX

The fluidic insert locations and angles are equivalent to the set-up for the model
described using rectangular injectors. The interface between the round injectors
and the nozzle wall was perfectly matching, as seen in Figure 2.16. The mesh at the
nozzle exit is shown in Figure 2.16 as well. It is important to note that the mesh
is not symmetric. This is due to the complex o-grid blocking structures that are
built around and inside the injectors and nozzle. The injectors change from a larger
diameter to smaller to replicate the geometry that has been used in experiments.
This is the reason for the sharp 450 bend in the downstream injector. The injector
boundary conditions are the same as described for the rectangular injectors. The
walls are no slip, adiabatic and the inflow is specified by total pressure, total
temperature, and flow direction. A complete list of the IP R conditions used in
simulations can be seen in table 2.5. The nozzle pressure ratio for all simulations
are 3.0. This corresponds to an over-expanded jet condition with Mj = 1.36. Each
IP R condition are performed for both unheated and heated jets.
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Figure 2.16. Fluidic Insert boundary condition location in nozzle computational domain
for ANSYS-CFX

Circular Injector Conditions
NP R
Case Number
N P R = 3.0
Case 1
N P R = 3.0
Case 2
N P R = 3.0
Case 3
N P R = 3.0
Case 4
N P R = 3.0
Case 5
N P R = 3.0
Case 6
N P R = 3.0
Case 7
N P R = 3.0
Case 8
N P R = 3.0
Case 9
N P R = 3.0
Case 10
N P R = 3.0
Case 11
N P R = 3.0
Case 12
N P R = 3.0
Case 13

for Nozzle Simulations
Mj IPR1 IPR2
1.36
1.5
1.9
1.36
1.5
3.0
1.36
1.5
4.5
1.36
1.8
2.4
1.36
1.8
3.7
1.36
2.1
1.9
1.36
2.1
3.0
1.36
2.1
4.5
1.36
2.4
2.4
1.36
2.4
3.7
1.36
2.7
1.9
1.36
2.7
3.0
1.36
2.7
4.5

Table 2.5. Circular Injector Conditions for Nozzle Simulations
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Chapter 3 |
High-Speed Jet Simulations Compared with Experimental Results
This section provides a brief description of the experimental approach and configuration. The numerical results are then presented with the experimental data. The
numerical simulations are validated against measured flow properties. Correlations
are then made between the flow properties of the numerical simulations and the
reduction in noise observed in the experiments. The experiments were conducted
by Russell Powers and other graduate students. A more complete description of
the experiments is given by Morris et al. [3].

3.1 Experimental Approach
The experiments were conducted in the Pennsylvania State University Jet Aeroacoustics Laboratory shown in Fig. 3.1 [3]. The experiments were conducted using
a military-style nozzle, which resembles nozzles found in engines of the GE F404
family.
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Figure 3.1. Schematic of the Penn State anechoic high speed jet noise facility (Morris
et al. [3])

The features that distinguish this type of military-style nozzle include the conical
C-D sections of the nozzle and the faceted geometry in the divergent section. The
facets represent the flaps and seals, which are interleaved to control area adjustment
at different operating conditions. This particular nozzle has a design Mach number
of 1.65 and nozzle exit diameter of, D = 1.8cm.
There are a number of parameters that control the influence of a fluidic insert.
Some of these parameters include: the location of the injectors, the number of
injectors, the angle of injectors relative to the centerline, the number of corrugations
or inserts, and the injector diameter. For this experiment it was chosen to use three
corrugations with six injectors on the military-style nozzle, which can be seen in
Figure 3.2. The inserts were equally spaced azimuthally around the nozzle at 1200 .
The upstream injector was angled at 450 to the nozzle centerline and located at 30
percent of the distance from the throat to the nozzle exit. The downstream injector
was at an angle of 900 and was placed at 70 percent of the distance from the throat
to the nozzle exit.
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Figure 3.2. Schematic drawing of the nozzle with six fluidic inserts (From Morris et al.
[4]

To produce comparable acoustic measurements with aircraft engine measurements, the temperature of the jet needs to be replicated. Different acoustic
characteristics are observed when the jet temperature is raised. To account for this
effect a helium air gas mixture was used to replicate the higher jet exit velocity
and decrease in jet density. Kinzie and McLaughlin [25] demonstrated that this
mixture of helium and air is able to replicate the dominant noise characteristics of
a heated jet.
The anechoic chamber facility has dimensions of 5.02 m x 6.04 m x 2.79 m. The
anechoic room has a cut-off frequency of 250 Hz. A large exhaust system at the aft
end of the anechoic chamber minimizes air recirculation and possible local helium
accumulation. The facility contains 23 microphones for acoustic measurements.
Microphones are positioned such that the diaphragms are at a grazing incidence
to the centerline of the jet exhaust and measurements are performed from 20 to
130 degrees (measured from the jet downstream axis). The microphone array is
approximately 1.8 m from the nozzle exit. For nozzles with an exit diameter of less
than an inch, this is considered to be in the far-field.
The exterior of the jet nozzle and its upstream plenum is shown in Fig. 3.3 [3].
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Figure 3.3. Photograph of nozzle with fluidic inserts (from Morris et al. [3]

It is obvious that the exterior of the nozzle with the fluidic inserts does not
provide a clean aerodynamic path. A shroud was built to provide a smoother
surface for air to flow over and provides the facility with a forward flight capability
(Fig. 3.4 [3]). It contains all of the piping and tubing for the injectors as well as
the jet plenum.

Figure 3.4. Photograph of nozzle with shroud (from Morris et al. [3]
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3.2 Experimental Results
The experiments were conducted for both hot and cold jets. Two different nozzle
configurations were used, in which the fluidic inserts were changed. The only
difference with the two nozzles was the area distribution of the fluid injectors.
The first nozzle, 3FID06B, had equal area injection ports and the second nozzle,
3FID06V, had different area injection ports. The sum of the areas from the injection
ports for the 3FID06V nozzle was the same as the sum of the area of the 3FID06B
nozzle. In the case of 3FID06V, the upstream injectors had a smaller area, while
the downstream injector had a larger area. The purpose of this experiment was
to determine if the momentum flux is the dominant injector flow parameter for
noise reduction [13]. Another potential gain from having a larger downstream
diameter injector, is the reduction of IP R to achieve the same results as equal area
injectors. Fig. 3.5 [3] shows the acoustic spectra for a fully-expanded jet Mach
number Mj = 1.36 and a TTR = 3.
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Figure 3.5. Far-field spectra and OASPL comparison from the measurements conducted
with GE Md = 1.65 baseline nozzle and 3 fluidic corrugations nozzles in the presence
of a Mf = 0.17 forward flight stream (Dinj = 1.3mm or 0.06D ) operating at Mj =
1.36 with T T R = 3.0. Shown as well as the baseline nozzle are measurements for
the 3FID06B (Dinj , 1 = Dinj , 2 = 0.059D, IP R1 = 2.5, IP R2 = 3.7) and 3FID06V
(Dinj , 1 = 0.040D, Dinj , 2 = 0.072D, IP R1 = 3.26, IP R2 = 3.1) fluidic insert nozzles
(from Morris et al. [3]

The acoustic spectra and the change in OASPL for 5 polar angle microphones
are shown in Fig. 3.5. A negative value for the ∆OASPL corresponds to a reduction
in noise. The black curve for the acoustic spectra shows the baseline case, while
the red and blue curves represent the spectra for both nozzles with fluidic inserts
measured mid-way in the plane of the two fluidic inserts. It is important to note
that the noise measurements for the baseline case already have a slight reduction
due to forward flight. Even with forward flight there are still significant noise
reductions. Peak noise occurs at lower polar angles and there is a 3-4 dB reduction
in these directions. For higher polar angles there is still a 2-3 dB reduction in the
broadband shock associated noise (BBSAN).
Static jet measurements have also been performed. Similar to the results for
forward flight, there is a substantial reduction in the peak noise direction of 5.5 dB
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OASPL for a heated jet (Fig. 3.6). In the peak noise emission direction the mixing
noise exhibits twice as large a reduction for a heated jet compared to a cold jet.
The additional streamwise vorticity generated by the fluidic inserts also reduces the
size of the high turbulent kinetic energy (T KE) region of the jet. It was shown by
Papamoschou et al. [26] that there is a 3 dB noise reduction by halving the region
of high T KE within the jet. They argue that greater noise reduction could be
achieved if the convective Mach number associated with the large scale structures
is reduced. This would effectively reduce the radiation efficiency of the large scale
turbulent structures, which are the largest contributor to the mixing noise.

Figure 3.6. Far-field spectra and OASPL comparison from the measurements conducted
with GE Md = 1.65 baseline nozzle and 3 fluidic corrugations nozzles in the presence
of a Mf = 0.17 forward flight stream (Dinj = 1.3mm or 0.06D ) operating at Mj =
1.36 with T T R = 3.0. Shown as well as the baseline nozzle are measurements for
the 3FID06B (Dinj , 1 = Dinj , 2 = 0.059D, IP R1 = 2.5, IP R2 = 3.7) and 3FID06V
(Dinj , 1 = 0.040D, Dinj , 2 = 0.072D, IP R1 = 3.26, IP R2 = 3.1) fluidic insert nozzles
(from Morris et al. [3])
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3.2.1 Numerical Comparison
To provide addition understanding of and guidance to future experiments, numerical
simulations were performed to provide the flow characteristics of the jet with the use
of fluidic inserts. These computations shown were conducted using steady RANS
performed with Wind US. Initial simulations focused inside the nozzle itself, where
the measurements would be difficult or be impossible to perform experimentally.
Figure 3.7 shows two numerical shadowgraphs. The shadowgraph is based on the
second derivative of the density in the y-direction in this case. The slice is taken
through the center of the injectors and passes through the centerline of the nozzle.

Figure 3.7. Numerical shadowgraphs of the jet with fluidic inserts and different injection
pressure ratios: (a) IP R1 = 1.89, IP R2 = 4.5 (b) IP R1 = 3.0, IP R2 = 3.0

Figure 3.7 demonstrates the flow field for two different injection pressure ratios.
Figure 3.7(a) has injection pressure ratios of IP R1 = 1.89 and IP R2 = 4.5, while
Figure 3.7(b) has injection pressure ratios of IP R1 = 3.0 and IP R2 = 3.0. It can
be clearly seen that the Mach disk is much weaker in Figure 3.7(a). The amount
of deflection of the fluid is considerably different between the two cases. The larger
deflection corresponds to the case with the varying injection pressure ratios. The
reduction of the strength and size of the Mach disk most likely corresponds to
the penetration and shape of the fluidic insert generated by the varying injection
pressure ratios. The difference in the flow deflection between the two injection
pressure ratios can also be seen in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8. Temperature contours and streamlines showing the effect of the fluidic inserts
and different injection pressure ratios: (a) IP R1 = 1.89, IP R2 = 4.5 (b) IP R1 = 3.0,
IP R2 = 3.0

Another important feature to be observed in the flow field shown in Figure 3.8
is how the streamlines from the downstream injector push through those from
the upstream injector. Recently, Powers [27] has shown similar behavior from
experiments of the flow from the second injector punching through that of the
upstream injector. His experiment was performed using the same configuration and
nozzle as was seen in the numerical simulations. The measurements were taken
using Laser Doppler Anemometer (LDA). Powers was able to trace the particles
from the injectors by seeding the injectors. Only one injector was seeded per case,
in order to trace the particles from that one injector. The case was then re-run
with the other injector seeded to trace its respective particles.
It is important to understand the relationship between the changes in noise
radiation and the flow properties. This is a basis for the optimization of the
operating conditions for the fluidic inserts. It is likely that the BBSAN is related
to the shock strength and the modification of the mixing noise in the peak noise
radiation direction is dependent upon the streamwise vorticity. Therefore, initial
analysis was performed at the nozzle exit to examine some of the integrated flow
properties. In particular, the magnitude at the jet exit of the deviation of the
static pressure from ambient pressure was calculated and the integrated magnitude
of the streamwise vorticity at the jet exit was also determined. One could argue
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that the former could provide an indication of the changes in the BBSAN and the
latter would correlate with changes in the peak noise emission direction for mixing
noise. An example of these property variations at the nozzle exit can be seen in
Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10, where the conditions are: Mj = 1.36, T T R = 3.0,
IP R1 = 1.89, and IP R2 = 4.5. It can be seen in Figure 3.10 that there are strong
pairs of counter rotating vortices generated by the fluidic inserts.

Figure 3.9. Contours of equal magnitude of pressure difference between jet and ambient
air at the nozzle exit plane

Figure 3.10. Contours of equal streamwise vorticity at the nozzle exit plane
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There have only been a limited number of experimental flow measurements
made using the fluidic inserts. Pitot rake measurements have been made to examine
the evolution the jet plume when the fluidic inserts have been used [3]. Figure
3.11 provides a comparison between the predicted and measured Mach number
contours at x/D = 0.05. The jet and injector conditions for these simulations are
Mj = 1.36, T T R = 1.0, IP R1 = IP R2 = 4.5. Contours of Mach number further
downstream also showed reasonable agreement with experiment. This can be seen
in Figure 3.12.

Figure 3.11. Contours of equal axial Mach number at x/D = 0.05; (a) Numerical
Simulations, (b) Pitot Measurements [3]
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Figure 3.12. Contours of equal axial Mach number at x/D = 2.0; (a) Numerical
Simulations, (b) Pitot Measurements [3]

A wide range of numerical simulations were conducted using Wind US with
rectangular injection ports. The list of all the N P R and IP R conditions can be
found in Table 2.4, which was already presented in Section 2.4.2.1. All of these
conditions were for an unheated jet, T T R = 1.0. A representation of the BBSAN
and mixing noise reduction for all the cases with Mj = 1.36 are shown in Figure
3.13.
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Figure 3.13. Comparison of integrated magnitudes of pressure difference and streamwise
vorticity at the nozzle exit with noise reductions in the radiation directions for BBSAN
and large scale mixing noise [3]

There is a noticeable relationship between the largest reductions in the mixing
noise and the highest levels of integrated streamwise vorticity at the jet exit.
However, this is not always the case. On the other hand, there does not appear to
be any correlation between the BBSAN and the pressure difference at the nozzle
exit plane. It is clear that more measurements and simulations are still necessary
to make correlations between the observed noise reductions and the flow properties.
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Chapter 4 |
Numerical Simulations
In the previous chapter comparisons were made between the predictions of the
flow field for a nozzle with fluidic inserts and experimental measurements. With
the accuracy of the simulations established this section describes a parametric
study of fluidic injection into a supersonic freestream and military-style nozzle with
fluidic inserts. The simpler problem of fluid injected into a supersonic freestream
is discussed first. This provides a background to the flow field generated by the
fluidic inserts. The flow in a military-style nozzle with rectangular fluidic inserts is
then shown and that is followed by simulations of the flow in a nozzle using the
round fluidic inserts.

4.1 Fluidic Insert over Flat Plate
The simulations for the fluidic inserts injecting into a supersonic freestream over a
flat plate have been performed using ANSYS-CFX. The purpose of these simulations
is to provide insight into how the core field within the jet nozzle will respond to the
fluidic inserts. Even though there is no pressure gradient associated with the flat
plate boundary layer (which is seen in the military-style nozzle) the flow structure
induced by the fluidic inserts is very similar.
The injectors have the equivalent spacing to their position on the military-style
nozzle. The injectors are round and have a diameter, Dinj = 0.053 inches. The
angle of the injector is with respect to the core flow centerline, which in this case
is the same as the flat plate. The upstream and downstream injector are angled
at 450 and 900 respectively. To better match with experiments the injectors are
connected to a larger tube with a diameter of 0.125 inches. Both of the larger tubes
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are angled at 450 relative to the freestream centerline.
To have a better understanding of the physical position of the fluidic inserts and
relative distances to the nozzle, the figures have a line that indicates the equivalent
jet centerline and nozzle exit.
In this section the flow field generated by the fluidic inserts for this simple
geometry will be discussed. This visual background of selected simulations helps
provide an understanding to the complex flow field created by the injectors. By
understanding this flow field an analysis can be provided with comparisons between
injection pressure ratios. These comparisons will be discussed to demonstrate the
effect of the injectors on the flow field for a wide range of injection pressure ratios.

4.1.1 Description of Flow Field Generated by Fluidic Inserts
Figure 4.1 shows numerical schlieren of how bow shocks are present in front of the
injectors. They are quickly followed by expansions behind the injection port. These
show the weakest and strongest injection pressure ratios that are simulated for this
configuration. The weakest has IP R1 = 1.5 and IP R2 = 1.9 and the strongest
has IP R1 = 2.7 and IP R2 = 4.5. Regardless of IP R strength a bow shock will
form in the supersonic freestream. The same behavior was shown in the schlieren
of the military-style nozzle with fluidic inserts, as seen in Figure 1.5 in Section
1.3.2. Figure 4.2 shows how the flow changes speed through the oblique shocks
and expansions created by the injectors.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1. Numerical schlieren of two injectors into a supersonic freestream over a flat
plate: (a)Case 1 - IP R1 = 1.5 and IP R2 = 1.9, (b)Case 13 - IP R1 = 2.7 and IP R2 = 4.5
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Figure 4.2. Constant Mach contour over a flat plate for Case 13 - IP R1 = 2.7 and
IP R2 = 4.5

There is a decrease in speed going across the bow shocks, but the flow remains
supersonic. Directly behind each injector there is a local region of high velocity. This
is the expansion around the corner of the injector into the supersonic freestream.
However, behind the downstream injector the local high speed region of flow is
followed by a very low speed region. This is because the flow has separated from
the wall. Before the downstream injector there is also a region of low velocity. This
is attributed to a recirculation flow before the second injector.
Another advantage to testing fluidic injection into a simpler geometry, is the
ability to distinguish the flow parameters that best describe the shape of the fluidic
corrugation. The properties that have been found to most useful in determining
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the shape of the corrugation are the total pressure and total temperature. This
is shown in Figure 4.3. Other markers such as the x-component of momentum
and the turbulent kinetic energy also provide a decent visualization of the flow
deflection created by the fluidic inserts. For unheated jets, the total pressure is the
only true marker that can be used to visualize the flow path.

Figure 4.3. Streamline of fluidic insert shape with conditions M = 1.5, T T R = 1.45,
IP R1 = 2.7 ,and IP R2 = 4.5: (a)Total Pressure, (b) Total Temperature

It is important to note that the sharp bend in the downstream injector cause
flow separation within the injector itself. This can easily be seen in the total
pressure drop in Figure 4.3 (a). Likewise the flow separation after the downstream
injector can be seen in Figure 4.3 (a) as the dark blue region.
One objective of the fluidic inserts is to match a shape similar to the hard
wall corrugations. Therefore the penetration of the upstream injector is not that
important. It is able to slightly deflect the core flow, but not far outside the
turbulent boundary layer. The primary purpose is to reduce the momentum behind
the injector, which allows the downstream injector to penetrate farther into the
core flow. The decrease in the x-component of momentum can be seen in Figure
4.4. Notice that where the change in momentum takes place is effectively the shape
of the fluidic insert. The shape seen in Figure 4.4 is comparable to the contours
shown of total pressure and total temperature in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.4. Constant contours of the x-component of momentum for Case 13 - IP R1 =
2.7 and IP R2 = 4.5

To understand how the flow field evolves in the downstream direction, cross
stream slices are taken behind the downstream injector. These cross stream slices
are taken at the following locations behind the downstream injector: 0Dinj , 1Dinj ,
3Dinj , and ≈ 5Dinj . The last location is the equivalent nozzle exit distance. The
flow properties that are analyzed include Mach number, total temperature, total
pressure, and streamwise vorticity.
The amount of spreading and penetration into the main flow can be seen by
looking at the total conditions. The Mach number provides a representation of
how the fluidic insert changes the speed of the main flow. This is important to
understand when attempting to replicate the effects of the hard wall corrugation,
because contrary to the hard wall corrugation there is fluid-to-fluid interaction
filling the corrugation. This interaction within the corrugation contains a high
amplitude pair of streamwise vortices. This is another contrast to the hard wall
corrugations, in which the vortices are generated along the side edges of the hard
wall corrugation.
As noticed above, the total conditions provide an accurate representation of the
corrugation. The downstream evolution of the total pressure can be seen in Figure
4.5. The simulation shown corresponds to Case 13, which is the highest combination
of IP Rs (IP R1 = 2.7, IP R2 = 4.5). The penetration directly behind the second
injection port is evident in 4.5(a). As the flow progresses downstream to 1Dinj ,
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there is a region of blue in the center of the corrugation. This provides agreement
with the streamwise slice seen in Figure 4.3(a) that the flow is separating behind the
downstream injector. Continuing downstream to 3Dinj and the equivalent nozzle
exit, the flow becomes more bulbous and begins to lift off the surface of the flat
plate.

a) 0Dinj

c) 3Dinj

b) 1Dinj

d) Nozzle
Exit

Figure 4.5. Downstream evolution of total pressure for fluidic injection into a supersonic
freestream. Case 13 - IP R1 = 2.7 and IP R2 = 4.5

Similarly, the total temperature provides the same characteristic shape that is
seen with contours of total pressure. Contours of total temperature are shown in
Figure 4.6. The primary difference between the total conditions is that the total
temperature remains constant throughout the boundary layer, as seen in Figure
4.6. This provides a clear distinction of the deflection and penetration provided
by the fluidic insert. The separation of the corrugation from the wall can be seen
more clearly as the flow progresses downstream to the equivalent nozzle exit.
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a) 0Dinj

c) 3Dinj

b) 1Dinj

d) Nozzle
Exit

Figure 4.6. Downstream evolution of total temperature for fluidic injection into a
supersonic freestream. Case 13 - IP R1 = 2.7 and IP R2 = 4.5

By looking at the cross sectional contours of Mach number as the flow evolves
downstream the effect of injecting fluid into a supersonic freestream can be seen in
Figure 4.7. There is a region of slightly slower supersonic fluid that takes the form
of a ’U’ shape, which is associated with the bow shock generated in front of the
injectors. An expansion occurs directly behind the second injector 4.7(a). The
flow has separated at 1Dinj downstream, but the flow continues to increase speed
around the separated region and exceeds the freestream Mach number of 1.5 as it
continues to flow downstream.
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a) 0Dinj

c) 3Dinj

b) 1Dinj

d) Nozzle
Exit

Figure 4.7. Downstream evolution of Mach number for fluidic injection into a supersonic
freestream. Case 13 - IP R1 = 2.7 and IP R2 = 4.5

Inside the bulbous corrugation are two pairs of counter rotating vortices of high
magnitude (Figure 4.8). The streamwise vorticity forms immediately, with the
interaction between the fluid injection and the freestream. The streamwise vorticity
generated by the injectors forms two vortex tubes, which fill the corrugation and
propagate downstream.

a) 0Dinj

c) 3Dinj

b) 1Dinj

d) Nozzle
Exit

Figure 4.8. Downstream evolution of streamwise vorticity for fluidic injection into a
supersonic freestream. Case 13 - IP R1 = 2.7 and IP R2 = 4.5
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4.1.2 Flat Plate Injection Pressure Ratio Study
A description of all of injection pressure ratio conditions for the simulations involving
the flat plate are given in Table 2.3 in Section 2.4.1. These simulations are compared
to demonstrate the influence of the fluidic inserts by varying the injection pressure
ratio. In this section only select cases will be compared. The simulations shown
use a wide range of IP R conditions and adequately describe the trends of the flow
field for different IP R conditions.
The simulations considered in this section provide a wide range of injection
pressure ratios. The simulations shown are Case 1, Case 5, Case 10, and Case 13.
From experiments conducted by Powers [13], the best noise reduction for unheated
jets with fluidic inserts and heated jets with fluidic inserts correspond to the IP R
conditions for Case 5 and Case 10 respectively. Therefore, an emphasis will be
placed on the IP R conditions for these two simulations.
To get an understanding of the shape of the corrugation created by the fluidic
inserts with different injection pressure pressure ratios, the total temperature and
total pressure contours are presented in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 respectively.
The extent of the corrugation in Figure 4.10(a) barely seems to penetrate past the
boundary layer, while on the other hand there is a significant penetration into the
freestream for the case shown in Figure 4.10(d). The shape of the corrugations in
Figure 4.10(b) and Figure 4.10(c) are almost identical. The separation behind the
downstream injector is similar as well. The difference between the fluid corrugations
is seen in Figure 4.9(b) and Figure 4.9(c). Here the core of cold temperature flow
exiting from the injector is longer in the latter case than for the former. Since
Figure 4.9(c) has a higher IP R1 than Figure 4.9(b), the momentum is slightly
greater. This means that the speed of the fluid is slightly greater in the region of
the corrugation, which stretches out the cold core temperature of the downstream
injector.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.9. Streamwise slice with contours of total temperature for fluidic inserts over
a flat plate. (a) Case 1 - IP R1 = 1.5, IP R2 = 1.9 , (b) Case 5 - IP R1 = 1.8, IP R2 = 3.7
, (c) Case 10 - IP R1 = 2.4, IP R2 = 3.7 , (d) Case 13 - IP R1 = 2.7, IP R2 = 4.5
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.10. Streamwise slice with contours of total temperature for fluidic inserts over
a flat plate. (a) Case 1 - IP R1 = 1.5, IP R2 = 1.9 , (b) Case 5 - IP R1 = 1.8, IP R2 = 3.7
, (c) Case 10 - IP R1 = 2.4, IP R2 = 3.7 , (d) Case 13 - IP R1 = 2.7, IP R2 = 4.5
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The upstream injector is a integral part of the fluidic corrugation even though
it does not deflect the main flow greatly. Instead, the upstream injector changes
the x-component of momentum as seen in Figure 4.11. The primary purpose of
the upstream injector is to create a slight deficit in the core flow momentum to
allow the downstream injector to penetrate further into the core flow. As the IP R1
increases, the momentum of the corrugation increases, but still remains considerably
less than the core flow. This is shown in the progression from the lowest IP R1 ,
Figure 4.11(a), to the highest IP R1 , Figure 4.11(d). Another feature to consider is
the amplitude of IP R1 , which influences the speed of the fluid in the corrugation.
This is seen in contours of Mach number in Figure 4.12. As the IP R1 increases
both the x-component of momentum and Mach number increase inside the fluidic
corrugation. These two flow parameters have an effect on the length of the cold
temperature core in the main flow, which extends from the injectors as seen in
Figure ??.
The effect of different IP R on Mach number is shown in Figure 4.12. As the
IP R is increased, the strength of the bow shock generated in front of the injectors
is increased. This can be seen by the change from the burnt orange contour to the
yellow contour just in front of both injectors. Note that the bow shocks generated
in front of the downstream injector would extend out of the equivalent nozzle exit
near the centerline. Directly behind the injectors there is a rapid expansion. The
expansion in the freestream is almost indistinguishable between Figures 4.12(b), (c),
(d), but locally behind the second injector there is a large region of red. This region
undergoes a rapid expansion, which becomes greater as the IP R2 is increased. As
the IP R2 increases and the speed and penetration into the core flow increase, the
separation behind the second injector becomes more extended (Figure 4.10).
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.11. Streamwise slice with contours of the x-component of momentum for
fluidic inserts over a flat plate. (a) Case 1 - IP R1 = 1.5, IP R2 = 1.9 , (b) Case 5
- IP R1 = 1.8, IP R2 = 3.7 , (c) Case 10 - IP R1 = 2.4, IP R2 = 3.7 , (d) Case 13 IP R1 = 2.7, IP R2 = 4.5
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.12. Streamwise slice with contours of Mach number for fluidic inserts over a
flat plate. (a) Case 1 - IP R1 = 1.5, IP R2 = 1.9 , (b) Case 5 - IP R1 = 1.8, IP R2 = 3.7 ,
(c) Case 10 - IP R1 = 2.4, IP R2 = 3.7 , (d) Case 13 - IP R1 = 2.7, IP R2 = 4.5
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The separation and the high-speed fluid-fluid interaction creates turbulent
kinetic energy. As was described earlier, decreasing the amount of turbulent kinetic
energy in the supersonic jet could reduce the radiated noise [26]. The T KE is
shown in Figure 4.13. Although there is no interaction with an exterior flow in
the flat plate simulations, as there is with the shear layer in a jet flow, the initial
strength and length of the turbulent kinetic energy can be visualized from the
injectors. The T KE is strongest in Figure 4.13(b), but T KE does not spread
downstream as far as in Figures 4.13(c) and (d). This is most likely due to the
slightly higher flow speed in the corrugation for Figures 4.13(c) and (d), which
had a similar effect extending the cold temperature downstream from the injector
(Figure 4.9). The primary source of the T KE is generated from the downstream
injector. This is due to the high degree of cross flow, which generates a large
amount of mixing.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.13. Streamwise slice with contours of turbulent kinetic energy for fluidic inserts
over a flat plate. (a) Case 1 - IP R1 = 1.5, IP R2 = 1.9 , (b) Case 5 - IP R1 = 1.8, IP R2 =
3.7 , (c) Case 10 - IP R1 = 2.4, IP R2 = 3.7 , (d) Case 13 - IP R1 = 2.7, IP R2 = 4.5
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To understand the difference of the flow properties associated with the fluidic
insert in the spanwise direction, slices are shown in the spanwise plane at the
equivalent nozzle exit. It is important to understand the effect of different IP Rs
at the nozzle exit, since changing the flow conditions and effective area at the
nozzle exit could correspond to noise reduction. The evolution of flow properties is
only provided until the equivalent nozzle exit. Beyond the equivalent nozzle exit
the flow would not provide a reliable representation of that of fluidic inserts in
a jet flow. The nature of the flow for a flat plate and a military-style nozzle are
certainly different, especially as the flow is no longer bounded by physical walls
in the nozzle. Note that the purpose of the simulations for injecting fluid into a
supersonic freestream over a flat plate is to understand the basic effects and shape
of a fluidic insert.
Once again the basic shape of the fluidic insert is best described by contours of
the total pressure and total temperature, as seen in Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15.
Notice that the slices are not perfectly symmetric. However, the mesh itself and
boundary conditions for this problem are symmetric. This has been seen before
and is typically due to the numerics of the flow solver, or how the flow solver
sweeps across the nodes [28]. Even with steady RANS solutions, supersonic flow
is a difficult problem for which to achieve convergence. The additional cross flow
into the supersonic freestream makes this more difficult. This said, all simulations
reached constant root mean square (rms) residuals of 10−7 , which is adequate for
convergence.
The shape of the corrugation is bulbous at the nozzle exit, except in Figure 4.14(a) and Figure 4.15(a). Here the flow remains attached the the wall. There
was not enough strength from the downstream injector to penetrate much past
the boundary layer. Throughout this section describing the spanwise slices at the
equivalent nozzle exit, figures (b) and (c) have very similar shapes in the core
flow. They both have the same IP R2 . The magnitude of the flow quantities are
slightly different between the two cases, but the main differences between these
two simulations were seen in the streamwise slices presented earlier in this section.
The total temperature provides a better indication of how far the fluidic insert is
detached from the wall. This is most easily see in Figure 4.15(d), which has the
highest IP R conditions. In the center of the corrugation, the flow properties are
much lower relative to the main core flow. In Figure 4.14 the total pressure is low
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due to the separation that occurs behind the downstream injector. The corrugation
is filled with a cooler total temperature, which is intuitive because of the cold air
injecting into a hotter freestream (Figure 4.15). Also notice that the depth of the
penetration into the core flow is still far from the equivalent jet centerline, even for
the highest IP R case seen in Figures 4.14(d) and 4.15(d).

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.14. Spanwise slice with contours of total pressure at the equivalent nozzle
exit for fluidic inserts over a flat plate. (a) Case 1 - IP R1 = 1.5, IP R2 = 1.9 , (b) Case
5 - IP R1 = 1.8, IP R2 = 3.7 , (c) Case 10 - IP R1 = 2.4, IP R2 = 3.7 , (d) Case 13 IP R1 = 2.7, IP R2 = 4.5
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.15. Spanwise slice with contours of total temperature at the equivalent nozzle
exit for fluidic inserts over a flat plate. (a) Case 1 - IP R1 = 1.5, IP R2 = 1.9 , (b) Case
5 - IP R1 = 1.8, IP R2 = 3.7 , (c) Case 10 - IP R1 = 2.4, IP R2 = 3.7 , (d) Case 13 IP R1 = 2.7, IP R2 = 4.5

The Mach number and the x-component of momentum provide a better understanding of how the speed and strength of the fluid from the injectors affect the
main flow downstream at the equivalent nozzle exit. The contours for the Mach
number and x-component of momentum can be seen in Figures 4.16 and 4.17.
Once again in Figures 4.16(a) and 4.17(a), the flow field is relatively undisturbed
in comparison to the other sections further downstream. The effect of the collective
strength of the bow shocks in front of the injectors has a greater effect on the
core flow at the equivalent nozzle exit when the combined IP R of the injectors
is increased. This can be seen by the U shape in the contours for Mach number
and the x-component of momentum becoming more distinct when moving from
Figures 4.16 and 4.17(a) to (d). Here the combined IP R increases from (a) to
(d). Notice that the effective width and depth of the bow shocks’ influence on the
main flow does not change, rather just the amplitude of the flow characteristics.
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In the contours of the x-component of momentum, it can see that the flow in the
corrugation is regaining its strength after the separation has occurred behind the
downstream injector (Figure 4.17). Immediately following the downstream injector
it can be seen in the streamwise slice in Figure 4.11 that there is a local dark blue
region where the separation has occurred. At the equivalent nozzle exit the flow in
the corrugation has regained some of its momentum and is now seen as green in
the contour in Figure 4.17. This is likely due to a combination of the high-speed
flow in the main stream and the two high amplitude streamwise vortex structures
generated by the injectors that span the length of the flat plate.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.16. Spanwise slice with contours of Mach number at the equivalent nozzle
exit for fluidic inserts over a flat plate. (a) Case 1 - IP R1 = 1.5, IP R2 = 1.9 , (b) Case
5 - IP R1 = 1.8, IP R2 = 3.7 , (c) Case 10 - IP R1 = 2.4, IP R2 = 3.7 , (d) Case 13 IP R1 = 2.7, IP R2 = 4.5
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.17. Spanwise slice with contours of the x-component of momentum at the
equivalent nozzle exit for fluidic inserts over a flat plate. (a) Case 1 - IP R1 = 1.5, IP R2 =
1.9 , (b) Case 5 - IP R1 = 1.8, IP R2 = 3.7 , (c) Case 10 - IP R1 = 2.4, IP R2 = 3.7 , (d)
Case 13 - IP R1 = 2.7, IP R2 = 4.5

These high amplitude vortex structures can be seen in Figure 4.18. The vortex
tubes created by these counter-rotating vortices have a very high magnitude and
drive the shape of the fluidic corrugation. The asymmetric bulbous shape that has
been seen in previous figures (b) and (c) in this section can be attributed to the
asymmetric nature of the streamwise vortices seen in Figure 4.18(b) and (c). The
size and strength of the vortices in the corrugation increases with the collective
IP R of the injectors. The effect of these vortices can be seen in the turbulent
kinetic energy in Figure 4.19. Notice that the T KE in Figure 4.19(a) is defined by
a light blue ’U’ shape. This is because the vortices that create the mixing are still
very close to the wall, as seen in Figure 4.18(a). As the vortices move further away
from the wall with increasing IP R, the shape of the T KE becomes bulbous and is
completely separated from the wall at the equivalent nozzle exit. This can be seen
in Figure 4.19 (b), (c), and (d). The strength of the T KE in the corrugation at
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the equivalent nozzle exit is strongest in Figure 4.19(b). However, as was shown in
Figure 4.13, the spreading of the T KE was less in this case (b) than in cases (c)
and (d).

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.18. Spanwise slice with contours of streamwise vorticity at the equivalent
nozzle exit for fluidic inserts over a flat plate. (a) Case 1 - IP R1 = 1.5, IP R2 = 1.9 , (b)
Case 5 - IP R1 = 1.8, IP R2 = 3.7 , (c) Case 10 - IP R1 = 2.4, IP R2 = 3.7 , (d) Case 13 IP R1 = 2.7, IP R2 = 4.5
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.19. Spanwise slice with contours of T KE at the equivalent nozzle exit for
fluidic inserts over a flat plate. (a) Case 1 - IP R1 = 1.5, IP R2 = 1.9 , (b) Case 5
- IP R1 = 1.8, IP R2 = 3.7 , (c) Case 10 - IP R1 = 2.4, IP R2 = 3.7 , (d) Case 13 IP R1 = 2.7, IP R2 = 4.5

4.2 High-Speed Military-Style Nozzle with Fluidic Inserts
In this section two different configurations are discussed. The first configuration
has rectangular fluidic inserts in the military-style nozzle. This is simulated using
Wind-US. The second configuration uses circular injection ports in the military-style
nozzle, which is simulated using ANSYS-CFX. The location of the injection ports
in both configurations on the nozzle is the same. The upstream injector is located
at 30 percent and the downstream injector is located at 70 percent of the distance
to the nozzle exit with respect to the nozzle throat. The angle of the injectors is
also the same as is the effective area. Both nozzles use 3 fluidic corrugations with 6
injectors. The primary difference between the configurations, other than the shape,
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is the contraction in the supply piping for the circular injection ports and the 45o
bend in the downstream injector. These changes were made to more accurately
represent the configuration used in the experiments.
The simulations for the two configurations have different conditions for the
injection pressure ratios. Although a direct comparison cannot be made, a brief
discussion between the flow field generated by the rectangular injection ports and
circular injection ports is presented. The purpose of this discussion is to understand
the effect of injection port geometry on the shape of the corrugation. The simulations
also use different turbulence models. The turbulence model used with Wind-US is
the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model. The Menter SST turbulence model is used
with ANSYS-CFX. The two cases that are presented have a T T R = 1.0.
The rectangular injection port configuration has only been performed with
unheated jet conditions (T T R = 1.0). However, two different over-expanded jet
conditions have been simulated: N P R = 3.0, Mj = 1.36 and N P R = 3.5, Mj = 1.47.
A comparison between these two over-expanded jet conditions is given below.
The simulations for the configuration using the circular injectors are performed
for unheated and heated jet conditions, where the heated jet T T R = 3.0. A
parametric study is shown for the heated simulations. Comparisons are then made
between the unheated and heated simulations with the same IP R conditions. Since
this configuration resembles the experimental set-up used by Powers [29], it is
analyzed in more detail than the configuration with the rectangular injectors.

4.2.1 Two Configuration Comparison with Different Flow Solvers
The two configurations consisted of differently shaped injection ports. The first
configuration has rectangular injection ports and the calculations are performed
using Wind-US. The second configuration has circular injection ports and simulated
using ANSYS-CFX. The shroud used in the first configuration was redesigned to
fit the circular injectors, which accounts for the piping changing hole diameters in
experiments. Even though the nozzle geometry remained unchanged, significant
changes needed to be made to the grid to incorporate the circular injectors and
a redesigned shroud. There are also differences between the flow solver approach.
Wind-US uses second order finite differences to solve the RANS equations, while
ANSYS-CFX uses a finite volume method. The turbulence models used in these
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simulations are also different. The Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model is used
with Wind-US and the Menter SST model is used with ANSYS-CFX. Another
difference between the simulations is the flow conditions. The simulations shown
in this section have the following jet conditions: N P R = 3.0, Mj = 1.36, and
T T R = 1.0. Even though they are both unheated jets, the ambient temperature is
different between the two cases. The first configuration simulated with Wind-US
uses an ambient temperature of 273K, while the simulations by ANSYS-CFX for
the second configuration use an ambient temperature of 288K. This is unlikely to
have a noticeable effect. The IP R conditions are also different between the two
configurations. When the simulations were performed, the IP R conditions were
matched with on-going experiments being performed by Powers and others at Penn
State. The results of the experiments can be found in references [3] and [29].
Bearing in mind this background and the wide range of parameter changes between
the two configurations, a basic presentation of the difference in flow field for similar
IP Rs is now presented.
A summary of the differences in parameters and jet conditions for the two
configurations presented in this section are listed in Table 4.1.
Summary of Two Nozzle Configuration Comparison
Rectangular Injectors
Circular Injectors
Flow Solver
Wind-US
ANSYS-CFX
Turbulence Model
Spalart-Allmaras
Menter SST
Mesh Type
Multi-block structured
Unstructured
Mesh Size
≈ 13 million nodes
≈ 11 million nodes
NP R
3.0
3.0
Mj
1.36
1.36
T T R∗
1.0
1.0
IP R1
3.0
2.7
IP R2
4.5
4.5
Table 4.1. Summary of Two Nozzle Configuration Comparison (∗ ambient temperature
is different)

4.2.1.1

Streamwise Comparison of the Two Configurations of MilitaryStyle Nozzles

To obtain a basic understanding of the flow field generated by the two configurations,
a slice is taken through the injector center and contours of Mach number are shown in
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Figure 4.20. The shock cell structure is very similar between the two configurations.
Although this is better defined in Figure 4.20(b). A slip line can be seen along
the center line in both configurations. The Mach disk is present, but reduced in
extent just outside of the nozzle exit as expected. The flow is nearly identical in
the nozzle until approximately 65 percent of the distance to the nozzle exit relative
to the throat. Then, the core flow is influenced by the bow shock in front of the
downstream injector. Notice that there is a larger penetration of the core flow in
Figure 4.20(b). Since the downstream injector does not have the same 450 bend as
in the configuration with the circular injectors, the flow does not separate inside
the injector and is much stronger entering the core flow. Therefore, the flow field
structure is slightly different between the two configurations. A similar flow field
is generated by the injectors in both cases. This flow field has the same features
in the core flow of the nozzle as was seen for fluidic injection into a supersonic
freestream presented in Section 4.1.1.
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a)

b)

Figure 4.20. Comparison of streamwise slice with contours of Mach number for two
configurations of fluidic inserts in military-style nozzle. (a) Circular Injector Configuration
- N P R = 3.0, Mj = 1.36, T T R = 1.0, IP R1 = 2.7, IP R2 = 4.5, (b) Rectangular Injector
Configuration - N P R = 3.0, Mj = 1.36, T T R = 1.0, IP R1 = 3.0, IP R2 = 4.5

The best markers for tracing the extent of the fluidic corrugation are still the
total temperature and total pressure. Since, this is an unheated jet (T T R = 1.0),
the total pressure only is shown in (Figure 4.21. The region of the corrugation
can be seen in the nozzle were there is a lower total pressure. Notice that behind
the downstream injector in both configurations in Figure 4.21 the flow separates.
This is consistent with what is present in the parametric study for fluidic injection
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into a supersonic freestream over a flat plate in Section 4.1.1. The configuration
with the rectangular injectors has stronger shock cell structures compared to the
computations performed by ANSYS-CFX with the circular injector configuration.
This can be seen by the greater total pressure drop, which changes the color
contours from red to yellow in Figures 4.21. Near the top of the shear layer in both
configurations in Figure 4.21 the total pressure is lower than the core of the plume.
The contours are either yellow or green for the most part. The shock cell structure
that is seen in the baseline nozzle is contained by the top and bottom shear layers,
which was presented in Section 1.2.2 Figure 1.3. In the case of the fluidic inserts in
the military-style nozzle, this shock cell structure is now split by the effect of the
fluidic inserts. This creates a weaker overall shock structure by breaking the the
plume into separate sections. Since the flow properties are different in the region of
the corrugation as compared to the core, the angle of the shock waves and their
strengths are considerably less than those occurring in the core of the plume.
The x-component of momentum can be linked to the expansions and shocks
that are seen in contours of the Mach number seen in Figure 4.20. Through
the expansions higher momentum occurs, while through shocks the momentum
decreases. This is equivalent to the increases and decreases in the Mach number
across these waves. In addition to visualizing how the momentum of the fluid varies
in the core flow due to the expansions and shocks, the x-component of momentum
provides a reasonable indication of the shape of the fluidic corrugation. This can
be seen in the green region of slightly lower momentum in the nozzle in Figure 4.22.
Notice near the top of the shear layer in Figures 4.22 (a) and (b) there is a region
of higher momentum. Even though the core flow loses momentum in the nozzle due
to the fluidic injection, it is restored in a local region near the shear layer. This is
most likely due to an increase in density at the nozzle exit due to an oblique shock
and then rapid expansion from reflected Mach waves as well as the entrainment of
the flow from the freestream.
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a)

b)

Figure 4.21. Comparison of streamwise slice with contours of total pressure for two
configurations of fluidic inserts in military-style nozzle. (a) Circular Injector Configuration
- N P R = 3.0, Mj = 1.36, T T R = 1.0, IP R1 = 2.7, IP R2 = 4.5, (b) Rectangular Injector
Configuration - N P R = 3.0, Mj = 1.36, T T R = 1.0, IP R1 = 3.0, IP R2 = 4.5
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a)

b)

Figure 4.22. Comparison of streamwise slice with contours of the x-component of
momentum for two configurations of fluidic inserts in military-style nozzle. (a) Circular
Injector Configuration - N P R = 3.0, Mj = 1.36, T T R = 1.0, IP R1 = 2.7, IP R2 = 4.5,
(b) Rectangular Injector Configuration - N P R = 3.0, Mj = 1.36, T T R = 1.0, IP R1 =
3.0, IP R2 = 4.5
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4.2.1.2

Downstream Evolution of Flow Property Comparison of Two
Configurations for Military-Style Nozzle

To understand the shape of the corrugation in the cross stream direction downstream
of the nozzle exit, axial slices are compared at the nozzle exit, 0.5Dnozzle , and
2Dnozzle . The total pressure contours for these axial slices are shown in Figure 4.23.
Notice that the shape of the corrugations created by the circular fluidic insert in
4.23(a) are very similar to what is seen in the flat plate simulations in Section 4.1.1.
At the nozzle exit in Figure 4.23(d) it can be seen that the effect of the rectangular
injector creates a thinner fluidic corrugation compared to the bulbous corrugation
shape generated by the circular fluidic inserts. However, once the flow progresses
downstream to 0.5Dnozzle the shape of the corrugations in both configuration is
bulbous. This is seen in Figures 4.23(b) and (e). The shape of the plume becomes
asymmetric for the rectangular injector configuration as seen in Figures 4.23(d), (e),
and (f). In general, for high-speed flow, the convergence and final solution is heavily
dependent upon the mesh quality. The different behavior for this rectangular
configuration is most likely due to the skewness of the mesh and then, when the
numerical sweep is applied with Wind-US, a swirling, asymmetric pattern forms.
These asymmetric results are seen in other simulations for both configurations using
ANSYS-CFX and Wind-US, but are much more heavily skewed with the Wind-US
simulations. The shape of the plume is triangular and remains triangular as the
flow proceeds in the downstream direction. This was seen in flow measurements
of fluidic inserts in a military-style nozzle by Powers [13]. Even with the amount
of asymmetry in the rectangular configuration simulations, a similar flow pattern
forms as is seen in the circular configuration simulations.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 4.23. Comparison of downstream evolution of total pressure for two configurations
of fluidic inserts in military-style nozzle. (a) Circular Injector Configuration at Nozzle Exit,
(b) Circular Injector Configuration at 0.5DN ozzle , (c) Circular Injector Configuration at
2DN ozzle , (d) Rectangular Injector Configuration at Nozzle Exit, (f) Rectangular Injector
Configuration at 0.5DN ozzle , (g) Rectangular Injector Configuration at 2DN ozzle

In Figure 4.24, the downstream evolution of the Mach number shows the same
behavior in the exterior shape of the plume. For both configurations at the nozzle
exit, inside the plume is a noticeable yellow pinwheel shape, which corresponds
to M ≈ 1.36. The pinwheel shape is bounded by a region of dark red that also
surrounds the corrugations in Figures 4.24. These characteristics are most likely
due to the presence of the bow shocks that form in front of the injectors. Again, as
the flow evolves downstream for both configurations the shape of the plume remains
triangular. By 0.5Dnozzle downstream the M ≈ 1.36 in the core of the plume, while
the area occupied by the fluidic corrugation has a slightly less supersonic Mach
number closer to one. This can be seen in Figures 4.24(b) and (e). Once the
flow reaches 2Dnozzle downstream the fluidic inserts have continued to spread and
penetrate deep into the core of the plume near the centerline of the jet.
The parametric study with fluid injecting into a supersonic boundary layer,
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presented in Section 4.1.1, shows that the streamwise vorticity is the key contributor
to the shape of the fluidic corrugations. This holds true for fluidic inserts in a
military-style nozzle. This can be seen in Figure 4.25. The two high amplitude
counter rotating vortices, seen at the nozzle exit for both configurations, fit the
shapes of the fluidic corruations. A better understanding of the strength of the
vortices, is given by the vorticity generated by the flaps and seals around the nozzle
in Figures 4.25(a) and (d). There is a significant amount of streamwise vorticity
that is generated by the facets associated with the flaps and seals, but it is relatively
weak in comparison to that created by the injectors. As the vortex tubes continue
in the downstream direction their amplitude quickly decreases. It can be seen in
Figures 4.25, that by 2Dnozzle the high amplitude vortices can no longer be seen.
This does not mean that the vortices have disappeared; rather, they have weakened
significantly. As the vortices continue in the downstream direction their amplitude
has reduced by several orders of magnitude. Consequently, the rate of spreading
and penetration of the fluidic inserts decreases with downstream distance from the
nozzle exit.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 4.24. Comparison of downstream evolution of Mach number for two configurations of fluidic inserts in military-style nozzle. (a) Circular Injector Configuration
at Nozzle Exit, (b) Circular Injector Configuration at 0.5DN ozzle , (c) Circular Injector
Configuration at 2DN ozzle , (d) Rectangular Injector Configuration at Nozzle Exit, (f)
Rectangular Injector Configuration at 0.5DN ozzle , (g) Rectangular Injector Configuration
at 2DN ozzle
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 4.25. Comparison of downstream evolution of streamwise vorticity for two
configurations of fluidic inserts in military-style nozzle. (a) Circular Injector Configuration
at Nozzle Exit, (b) Circular Injector Configuration at 0.5DN ozzle , (c) Circular Injector
Configuration at 2DN ozzle , (d) Rectangular Injector Configuration at Nozzle Exit, (f)
Rectangular Injector Configuration at 0.5DN ozzle , (g) Rectangular Injector Configuration
at 2DN ozzle
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4.2.2 Effect of Rectangular Fluidic Inserts for Different OverExpanded Jet Conditions
Two different unheated, over-expanded jet conditions are presented for the rectangular injector configuration. The over-expanded jet conditions simulated are for
an N P R = 3.0 and N P R = 3.5, which correspond to Mj = 1.36 and Mj = 1.47
respectively. All of the simulations have T T R = 1.0. A side view comparison of the
two over-expanded jet conditions is discussed to gain an understanding of how the
shock cell structure is changed. A brief description of downstream evolution of the
flow properties is then provided to gain a better understanding of the effectiveness
and shape of the fluidic inserts.
4.2.2.1

Streamwise Comparison of Two Over-Expanded Jet Condition
with Fluidic Inserts

Several contours of streamwise slices through the centerline of the injection ports
are presented for different IP Rs and two N P R. All of the simulations shown have
a T T R = 1.0. A complete list of the jet conditions and IP Rs presented in this
section is given in Table 4.2. The simulations with N P R = 3.0 in this section
are presented in Figures (a), (b), and (c), while simulations with N P R = 3.5 are
shown in Figures (d), (e), and (f). A one-to-one comparison is made for three sets
of conditions for IP Rs for the two over-expanded jet conditions.
Jet and Injector Conditions
NP R
Case Number Mj IPR1
N P R = 3.0
Case 2
1.36 1.89
N P R = 3.0
Case 6
1.36
3.0
N P R = 3.0
Case 8
1.36
4.5
N P R = 3.5
Case 12
1.47 1.45
N P R = 3.5
Case 17
1.47
3.0
N P R = 3.5
Case 20
1.47
4.5

IPR2
3.0
4.5
3.0
3.0
4.5
3.0

Table 4.2. Comparison of Two Over-Expanded Jet Conditions and Injection Pressure
Ratios Simulations

Contours of the Mach number are shown in Figure 4.26. As expected, the fluid
velocity is much higher in the simulations for the N P R = 3.5. The shock cell
structure also changes with the increase in N P R. For this condition of N P R = 3.5,
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the quasi-period shock cell structure does not begin until further downstream by
comparison with the N P R = 3.0. In Figures 4.26(d), (e), and (f) near the top of
the shear layer where the shock cell structure is split by the fluidic corrugation,
the variation in Mach number is more distinct. This is due to the higher jet Mach
number associated with the increase in N P R. The effectiveness of the fluidic insert
can be seen even at the higher N P R from the reduction of the Mach disk just
downstream of the nozzle exit.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 4.26. Streamwise slice comparison of two over-expanded jet conditions with
rectangular fluidic inserts with contours of Mach number. (a) Case 2 - N P R =
3.0, IP R1 = 1.89, IP R2 = 3.0, (b) Case 6 - N P R = 3.0, IP R1 = 3.0, IP R2 = 4.5,
(c) Case 8 - N P R = 3.0, IP R1 = 4.5, IP R2 = 3.0, (d) Case 2 - N P R = 3.5, IP R1 =
1.89, IP R2 = 3.0, (e) Case 6 - N P R = 3.5, IP R1 = 3.0, IP R2 = 4.5, (f) Case 8 N P R = 3.5, IP R1 = 4.5, IP R2 = 3.0

To visualize how the shape of the corrugations change with the increase in the
N P R, contours of the total pressure are shown in Figure 4.27. With an increase in
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the N P R, there is a slight reduction in the effective penetration from the fluidic
injection for the same IP R conditions. The separation still occurs behind the
downstream injector as is expected, but the overall penetration into the flow is much
less than for the over-expanded jet condition with a Mj = 1.36 (N P R = 3.0). This
can be linked with the increased momentum of the core flow, which can be seen in
Figure 4.28. The momentum created by the injection ports is very similar for both
N P Rs. This suggests that the reduction of the momentum in the corrugation is not
great enough to allow the downstream injector to penetrate farther into the core
flow. In Figures 4.28(a) and (d) the upstream injector has difficulty penetrating the
core flow. Even though the primary purpose of the upstream injector is to alter the
momentum of the core flow so that the downstream injector can penetrate deeper
into the main stream, some penetration is needed in order to have an influence
on the jet core’s momentum and to match the effective shape of the hard wall
corrugations [5]. This is a potential problem, especially as seen in Figure 4.28 (d),
where the flow barely deflects from the upstream injector. However, the flow field
generated by the fluidic inserts is very similar in the streamwise direction for the
two different over-expanded jet conditions.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 4.27. Streamwise slice comparison of two over-expanded jet conditions with
rectangular fluidic inserts with contours of total pressure. (a) Case 2 - N P R =
3.0, IP R1 = 1.89, IP R2 = 3.0, (b) Case 6 - N P R = 3.0, IP R1 = 3.0, IP R2 = 4.5,
(c) Case 8 - N P R = 3.0, IP R1 = 4.5, IP R2 = 3.0, (d) Case 2 - N P R = 3.5, IP R1 =
1.89, IP R2 = 3.0, (e) Case 6 - N P R = 3.5, IP R1 = 3.0, IP R2 = 4.5, (f) Case 8 N P R = 3.5, IP R1 = 4.5, IP R2 = 3.0
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 4.28. Streamwise slice comparison of two over-expanded jet conditions with
rectangular fluidic inserts with contours of the x-component of momentum. (a) Case 2 N P R = 3.0, IP R1 = 1.89, IP R2 = 3.0, (b) Case 6 - N P R = 3.0, IP R1 = 3.0, IP R2 =
4.5, (c) Case 8 - N P R = 3.0, IP R1 = 4.5, IP R2 = 3.0, (d) Case 2 - N P R = 3.5, IP R1 =
1.89, IP R2 = 3.0, (e) Case 6 - N P R = 3.5, IP R1 = 3.0, IP R2 = 4.5, (f) Case 8 N P R = 3.5, IP R1 = 4.5, IP R2 = 3.0
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4.2.2.2

Downstream Evolution of Flow Properties for Two Different
Over-Expanded Jet Conditions with Rectangular Injectors

In this section, only one set of IP R conditions are presented for two different
over-expanded jet conditions. The over-expanded jet conditions for the simulations
correspond to N P Rs of 3.0 and 3.5. The set of IP R conditions corresponds to
Case 2 and Case 12 in Table 4.2. By presenting the evolution of flow properties in
the downstream direction, the shape and penetration of the fluidic inserts can be
seen. The axial locations of the cross stream slices are at the nozzle exit, 0.5DN ozzle
downstream, and 2DN ozzle downstream.
In Figure 4.29 contours of the total pressure are presented to show how the shape
of the corrugation changes. As is described in Section 4.2.1, the fluidic inserts for the
rectangular injectors are thin at the nozzle exit and the become bulbous as the flow
continues in the downstream direction. The penetration and width of the fluidic
inserts are not as pronounced for the higher N P R = 3.5 as seen in Figures 4.29(a)
and (d). Also, notice that the total pressure inside the corrugations at the nozzle
exit are very similar. The lack of penetration and spreading of the injected fluid for
the N P R = 3.5 is most likely due to the higher momentum flow in the core. The
shape of the plume for the higher N P R = 3.5 is somewhat representative of the
more over-expanded jet condition for a N P R = 3.0. The evolution of the plume is
not as quick for the higher N P R as it is for the N P R = 3.0.
The contours of Mach number can help describe the shape of the plume. Figure 4.30 shows the evolution of Mach number in the downstream direction. The
pinwheel shape that is seen in Figure 4.24 in Section 4.2.1 is not as distinct in Figure 4.30. At the nozzle exit the pinwheel shape can be seen for both over-expanded
jet conditions, as shown in Figures 4.30(a) and (d). However, unlike as seen in
previous sections the pinwheel shape does not extend to the nozzle wall. This could
be attributed to the effect of the bow shock generated in front of the injectors.
For the simulations discussed in this section the IP R1 = 1.89. This is relatively
low compared to the IP R1 = 3.0 presented in Section 4.2.1. Also, as seen in the
parametric study for fluid injection into a supersonic freestream in Section 4.1.1,
the bow shock generated by the upstream injector for the lowest IP R is very weak
and barely distinguishable. The shape of the plume continues to become more
triangular, but the progress is much slower when there is a lower upstream IP R.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 4.29. Downstream evolution comparison of two over-expanded jet conditions
with rectangular fluidic inserts with contours of the total pressure. (a) Case 2 Nozzle
Exit, (b) Case 2 0.5Dnozzle , (c) Case 2 2Dnozzle , (d) Case 12 Nozzle Exit, (e) Case 12
0.5Dnozzle , (f) Case 12 2Dnozzle
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 4.30. Downstream evolution comparison of two over-expanded jet conditions
with rectangular fluidic inserts with contours of the Mach number. (a) Case 2 Nozzle
Exit, (b) Case 2 0.5Dnozzle , (c) Case 2 2Dnozzle , (d) Case 12 Nozzle Exit, (e) Case 12
0.5Dnozzle , (f) Case 12 2Dnozzle
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The x-component of momentum is shown in Figure 4.31. It can be seen in
Figures 4.31(a) and (d), that the momentum of the fluid in the core of the jet
is substantially higher for N P R = 3.5. This prevents the fluidic inserts from
spreading and penetrating as much as in the over-expanded jet condition with an
N P R = 3.0. It is worth noting, that similar to the total pressure, the momentum
in the fluidic corrugation at the nozzle exit is approximately the same for both overexpanded jet conditions. In order for there to be more penetration and spreading
of the corrugation, the momentum in this region would need to be higher. This
would correspond to increasing the IP Rs for the injectors. This is probably more
important for the upstream injector than the downstream injector.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 4.31. Downstream evolution comparison of two over-expanded jet conditions
with rectangular fluidic inserts with contours of the x-component of momentum. (a) Case
2 Nozzle Exit, (b) Case 2 0.5Dnozzle , (c) Case 2 2Dnozzle , (d) Case 12 Nozzle Exit, (e)
Case 12 0.5Dnozzle , (f) Case 12 2Dnozzle
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Contours of the streamwise vorticity are shown in Figure 4.32 to reemphasize
that the vortices drive the shape of the fluidic corrugation independent of the
jet conditions. The strengths of the two counter rotating vortices is equivalent
for both over-expanded jet conditions. The rate of decay of the high amplitude
vortices is the same for both N P Rs. By 2DN ozzle downstream of the nozzle exit,
the streamwise vorticity has decreased by several orders of magnitude as seen in
Figures 4.32(c) and (f). Even though the convection speed of the large eddies is
likely greater for a N P R = 3.5 the strength of the vortex structures decays at the
same rate for an N P R = 3.0.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 4.32. Downstream evolution comparison of two over-expanded jet conditions
with rectangular fluidic inserts with contours of the streamwise vorticity. (a) Case 2
Nozzle Exit, (b) Case 2 0.5Dnozzle , (c) Case 2 2Dnozzle , (d) Case 12 Nozzle Exit, (e) Case
12 0.5Dnozzle , (f) Case 12 2Dnozzle
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4.2.3 Parametric Study of Fluidic Inserts with Circular Injection
Ports in a Military-Style Nozzle
This section provides a study on the effect of fluidic inserts in military-style nozzles
using circular injection ports. The motivation for the section is to provide insight
for different IP R conditions to determine the flow field and compare the difference
of equivalent IP R between unheated and heated jets. In this section the nozzle is
operating off-design, over-expanded with a N P R = 3.0 and Mj = 1.36. Simulations
are performed using unheated and heated jet conditions, where the heated condition
has a T T R = 3.0. A parametric study on how the fluidic inserts affect the core
flow of the nozzle are presented for an over-expanded, heated jet condition. The
same trends that are presented by varying the IP R for the injectors in a heated jet
apply to a cold jet. However, the shape and effectiveness of the fluidic inserts are
different for unheated and heated jet conditions. A comparison between unheated
and heated jet condition simulations with the same IP R will be given to examine
these differences.
4.2.3.1

Effects of the Fluidic Inserts in Heated Jet Conditions

In this section the effects of the fluidic inserts on a military-style nozzle with heated,
over-expanded jet conditions is presented. To understand the trends associated
with changing the IP Rs, four simulations with different IP Rs are shown. A list of
the flow conditions for these simulations is given in Table 4.3.
Jet and Injector Conditions
NP R
Case Number Mj IPR1
N P R = 3.0
Case 1
1.36
1.5
N P R = 3.0
Case 5
1.36
1.8
N P R = 3.0
Case 10
1.36
2.4
N P R = 3.0
Case 13
1.36
2.7

IPR2
1.9
3.7
3.7
4.5

Table 4.3. Simulation Conditions for Heated Jet with Fluidic Inserts Parametric Study

To understand how the penetration of the corrugation changes for different IP Rs,
streamwise slices through the injector centerline are shown for total pressure and
total temperature in Figure 4.33 and Figure 4.34 respectively. As the downstream
IP R increases the penetration into the core flow becomes larger. In Figures 4.34(b)
and (c) the cold core temperature from the injector can be seen in the fluidic
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corrugation. Both of these simulations have the same IP R2 , but the cold core
stretches farther downstream in Figure 4.34(c). The reason the cold core from the
downstream injector extends further in the streamwise direction in the corrugation
is due to a slightly higher momentum and fluid velocity in the fluidic corrugation.
Even though these corrugations have almost identical shapes, better noise reduction
for heated jet conditions has been measured for Case 10 in Figure 4.34(b). For
unheated jets the best noise reduction has been seen for the IP R conditions for
Case 5 [29].

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.33. Streamwise slice comparison of heated jet conditions with different IP Rs
showing contours of the total pressure. (a) Case 1 IP R1 = 1.5, IP R2 = 1.9 (b) Case
5 IP R1 = 1.8, IP R2 = 3.7, (c) Case 10 IP R1 = 2.4, IP R2 = 3.7, (d) Case 13 IP R1 =
2.7, IP R2 = 4.5
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.34. Streamwise slice comparison of heated jet conditions with different IP Rs
showing contours of the total temperature. (a) Case 1 IP R1 = 1.5, IP R2 = 1.9 (b)
Case 5 IP R1 = 1.8, IP R2 = 3.7, (c) Case 10 IP R1 = 2.4, IP R2 = 3.7, (d) Case 13
IP R1 = 2.7, IP R2 = 4.5

The contours for the Mach number and the x-component of momentum show
how the fluidic inserts affect the speed and strength of the core fluid. This can
be seen in Figures 4.35 and 4.36 respectively. In Figure 4.35(a) the shock cell
structure is still relatively well defined in the plume. There is not a significant
influence made by the fluidic insert for the low IP R conditions. These low IP R
conditions could be more suited for in flight jet conditions. However, the high
speed region in the core of the plume is diminished greatly above the centerline
as seen in Figures 4.35(b), (c), and (d). The effect of the fluidic inserts in these
simulations shows that the size of the Mach disk just downstream of the nozzle exit
is reduced. In front of the injectors a region of yellow can be seen, which is then
followed by red in Figure 4.35. This corresponds to the bow shock and expansion
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due to the presence of fluid injection into a supersonic flow. In Figure 4.36(c),
it can be seen that the momentum generated by the upstream injector is greater
than that generated by the upstream injector in Figure 4.36(b). This allows the
fluid in the corrugation to have a slightly higher momentum, while reducing the
momentum of the flow relative to the core of the jet. A higher momentum in
the fluidic corrugation affects flow properties such as the total temperature and
the total pressure, which can be seen by the elongation of the flow characteristics
exiting from the downstream injector in the streamwise direction inside of the
corrugation.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.35. Streamwise slice comparison of heated jet conditions with different IP Rs
showing contours of the Mach number. (a) Case 1 IP R1 = 1.5, IP R2 = 1.9 (b) Case
5 IP R1 = 1.8, IP R2 = 3.7, (c) Case 10 IP R1 = 2.4, IP R2 = 3.7, (d) Case 13 IP R1 =
2.7, IP R2 = 4.5
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.36. Streamwise slice comparison of heated jet conditions with different IP Rs
showing contours of the x-component of momentum. (a) Case 1 IP R1 = 1.5, IP R2 = 1.9
(b) Case 5 IP R1 = 1.8, IP R2 = 3.7, (c) Case 10 IP R1 = 2.4, IP R2 = 3.7, (d) Case 13
IP R1 = 2.7, IP R2 = 4.5

The turbulent kinetic energy is shown in Figure 4.37. The same characteristics
of the T KE is seen for both unheated and heated simulations, but the amplitude
of the T KE is approximately three times less for the cold jet conditions. After the
downstream injector for all the cases shown in Figure 4.37, there is a high amplitude
region of T KE. This region is strongest in Figure 4.37(b), in which the best noise
benefit was measured by Powers [29]. The length of the higher amplitude T KE in
the plume is reduced in the upper shear layer for all the simulations shown. As
the combination of IP R increases, the strength T KE is diminished in the upper
shear layer and the high amplitude T KE region begins further downstream in the
plume. Notice that not only is the T KE weakening in the upper shear layer, but
a reduction due to the fluidic inserts can be seen in the lower shear layer across
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from the injectors. With increasing IP Rs, the length of the high amplitude T KE
region in the lower shear layer is shortened in the plume, contracting towards the
nozzle exit.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.37. Streamwise slice comparison of heated jet conditions with different IP Rs
showing contours of the turbulent kinetic energy. (a) Case 1 IP R1 = 1.5, IP R2 = 1.9
(b) Case 5 IP R1 = 1.8, IP R2 = 3.7, (c) Case 10 IP R1 = 2.4, IP R2 = 3.7, (d) Case 13
IP R1 = 2.7, IP R2 = 4.5

The downstream evolution of certain flow properties are now presented to show
the shape of the fluidic insert and its effect on the plume of the heated, overexpanded jet. The axial slices are located at the nozzle exit, 0.5DN ozzle downstream,
and 2DN ozzle downstream. To first understand the shape of the corrugation, the
total temperature is shown in Figures 4.38, 4.39, and 4.40. The shape of the
fluidic insert at the nozzle exit is bulbous, as seen in Figure 4.38. The penetration
of the fluidic insert into the core flow is primarily dependent on the downstream
injector, which can be seen by observing the progress in the downstream direction
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of the total temperature for (b) and (c) in Figures 4.38, 4.39, and 4.40. Since these
simulations have the same IP R2 , the depth of the penetration into the core flow is
very similar. As the flow continues in the downstream direction the shape of the
plume becomes triangular. This can be seen in Figure 4.40. In Figure 4.38, at the
nozzle exit, the corrugations can be seen detaching from the wall for the simulations
(b), (c), and (d). The progression of the flow for these IP Rs in the downstream
direction at 0.5DN ozzle shows that the corrugations are almost completely separated
from the shear layer.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.38. Axial slice comparison at the nozzle exit of heated jet conditions with
different IP Rs showing contours of the total temperature. (a) Case 1 IP R1 = 1.5, IP R2 =
1.9 (b) Case 5 IP R1 = 1.8, IP R2 = 3.7, (c) Case 10 IP R1 = 2.4, IP R2 = 3.7, (d) Case
13 IP R1 = 2.7, IP R2 = 4.5
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.39. Axial slice comparison at 0.5DN ozzle downstream of the nozzle exit of
heated jet conditions with different IP Rs showing contours of the total temperature.
(a) Case 1 IP R1 = 1.5, IP R2 = 1.9 (b) Case 5 IP R1 = 1.8, IP R2 = 3.7, (c) Case 10
IP R1 = 2.4, IP R2 = 3.7, (d) Case 13 IP R1 = 2.7, IP R2 = 4.5
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.40. Axial slice comparison at 2DN ozzle downstream of at the nozzle exit of
heated jet conditions with different IP Rs showing contours of the total temperature.
(a) Case 1 IP R1 = 1.5, IP R2 = 1.9 (b) Case 5 IP R1 = 1.8, IP R2 = 3.7, (c) Case 10
IP R1 = 2.4, IP R2 = 3.7, (d) Case 13 IP R1 = 2.7, IP R2 = 4.5
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The Mach number also helps provide a visualization of how the fluidic insert
affects the jet velocity in the core flow. The downstream evolution of the Mach
number is presented in Figures 4.41, 4.42, and 4.43. In Figure 4.41, at the nozzle
exit a pinwheel shape can be distinctly seen in (b), (c), and (d), which has a
M ≈ 1.36. As explained in the previous section with the rectangular injection
ports, this is due to the presence of the bow shocks in front of the injectors. In
Figure 4.41(a) the pinwheel shape is not noticeable because the IP R conditions for
the injectors only induces weak bow shocks. The pinwheel shape is slightly thicker
in Figure 4.41(c) than in Figure 4.41(b), this is due to the slightly higher IP R1
associated with (c). As the combination of IP R is increased, the size of the lower
speed pinwheel increases at the nozzle exit. Notice that once the flow continues to
2DN ozzle downstream of the nozzle exit the pinwheel shape is much thinner for the
simulations performed with higher IP Rs. For the highest IP R simulation shown
in Figure 4.43(d), the effect from the fluidic inserts deflects the flow almost across
the centerline inside the plume.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.41. Axial slice comparison at the nozzle exit of heated jet conditions with
different IP Rs showing contours of the Mach number. (a) Case 1 IP R1 = 1.5, IP R2 = 1.9
(b) Case 5 IP R1 = 1.8, IP R2 = 3.7, (c) Case 10 IP R1 = 2.4, IP R2 = 3.7, (d) Case 13
IP R1 = 2.7, IP R2 = 4.5
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.42. Axial slice comparison at 0.5DN ozzle downstream of the nozzle exit of
heated jet conditions with different IP Rs showing contours of the Mach number. (a)
Case 1 IP R1 = 1.5, IP R2 = 1.9 (b) Case 5 IP R1 = 1.8, IP R2 = 3.7, (c) Case 10
IP R1 = 2.4, IP R2 = 3.7, (d) Case 13 IP R1 = 2.7, IP R2 = 4.5
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.43. Axial slice comparison at 2DN ozzle downstream of at the nozzle exit of
heated jet conditions with different IP Rs showing contours of the Mach number. (a)
Case 1 IP R1 = 1.5, IP R2 = 1.9 (b) Case 5 IP R1 = 1.8, IP R2 = 3.7, (c) Case 10
IP R1 = 2.4, IP R2 = 3.7, (d) Case 13 IP R1 = 2.7, IP R2 = 4.5

The downstream evolution of the turbulent kinetic energy is shown in Figures 4.44, 4.45, and 4.46. At the nozzle exit the highest areas of T KE fill the
fluidic corrugation. The amplitude of the T KE inside the fluidic corrugations
seen at the nozzle exit is equivalent if not higher than the T KE generated by the
interaction of the jet with the surrounding air. Figure 4.45 shows that 0.5DN ozzle
downstream of the nozzle exit there is a strong presence of T KE azimuthally
around the nozzle lip line except in the line with the fluidic inserts, where there is a
significant reduction of the T KE. As the flow progresses further in the downstream
direction to 2DN ozzle in Figure 4.46, the T KE has spread considerably from the
interaction of the jet with the ambient air, but there remains a deficit in T KE in
line with fluidic inserts. The influence of the T KE due to the injectors does not
stay locally within the bulbous shape of the fluidic corrugation like with contours of
total temperature, which can be seen separating from the shear layer in Figures 4.39.
Rather in Figure 4.45, the change of the T KE due to the fluidic inserts continues
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to follow the spreading and penetration of the fluidic insert, but it never separates
from the shear layer.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.44. Axial slice comparison at the nozzle exit of heated jet conditions with
different IP Rs showing contours of the turbulent kinetic energy. (a) Case 1 IP R1 =
1.5, IP R2 = 1.9 (b) Case 5 IP R1 = 1.8, IP R2 = 3.7, (c) Case 10 IP R1 = 2.4, IP R2 = 3.7,
(d) Case 13 IP R1 = 2.7, IP R2 = 4.5
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.45. Axial slice comparison at 0.5DN ozzle downstream of the nozzle exit of
heated jet conditions with different IP Rs showing contours of the turbulent kinetic energy.
(a) Case 1 IP R1 = 1.5, IP R2 = 1.9 (b) Case 5 IP R1 = 1.8, IP R2 = 3.7, (c) Case 10
IP R1 = 2.4, IP R2 = 3.7, (d) Case 13 IP R1 = 2.7, IP R2 = 4.5
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.46. Axial slice comparison at 2DN ozzle downstream of at the nozzle exit of
heated jet conditions with different IP Rs showing contours of the turbulent kinetic energy.
(a) Case 1 IP R1 = 1.5, IP R2 = 1.9 (b) Case 5 IP R1 = 1.8, IP R2 = 3.7, (c) Case 10
IP R1 = 2.4, IP R2 = 3.7, (d) Case 13 IP R1 = 2.7, IP R2 = 4.5
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The last evolution of downstream flow properties shown is the streamwise
vorticity in Figures 4.47, 4.48, 4.49. As expected and seen in Figure 4.47, the
vortex tubes lie inside the fluidic corrugations and drive their shape. The amplitude
of the two counter rotating vortices is dependent on the combined IP R. It can be
seen in Figure 4.48(a) that the high amplitude vortices have already been reduced by
several orders of magnitude. By 2DN ozzle downstream of the nozzle exit the vortices
have dramatically decreased in amplitude even for the higher IP R conditions.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.47. Axial slice comparison at the nozzle exit of heated jet conditions with different IP Rs showing contours of the streamwise vorticity. (a) Case 1 IP R1 = 1.5, IP R2 =
1.9 (b) Case 5 IP R1 = 1.8, IP R2 = 3.7, (c) Case 10 IP R1 = 2.4, IP R2 = 3.7, (d) Case
13 IP R1 = 2.7, IP R2 = 4.5
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.48. Axial slice comparison at 0.5DN ozzle downstream of the nozzle exit of
heated jet conditions with different IP Rs showing contours of the streamwise vorticity.
(a) Case 1 IP R1 = 1.5, IP R2 = 1.9 (b) Case 5 IP R1 = 1.8, IP R2 = 3.7, (c) Case 10
IP R1 = 2.4, IP R2 = 3.7, (d) Case 13 IP R1 = 2.7, IP R2 = 4.5
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.49. Axial slice comparison at 2DN ozzle downstream of at the nozzle exit of
heated jet conditions with different IP Rs showing contours of the streamwise vorticity.
(a) Case 1 IP R1 = 1.5, IP R2 = 1.9 (b) Case 5 IP R1 = 1.8, IP R2 = 3.7, (c) Case 10
IP R1 = 2.4, IP R2 = 3.7, (d) Case 13 IP R1 = 2.7, IP R2 = 4.5
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The purpose of the fluidic inserts is to provide noise benefits by replicating
the shape of the hard wall corrugations concept presented by Seiner [5]. To trace
the shape of the fluidic corrugation, a streamline is place in the jet flow field near
the nozzle wall in line with the injectors. The location of the streamline has been
extracted and plotted against the method of characteristics (MOC) design for the
hard walled corrugation. Since there are a large range of IP R to consider separate
figures have been drawn to best analyze the effect on the shape of the fluidic insert
by holding either the upstream or downstream IP R constant, while the other is
varied. Streamlines for the fluidic insert shape as the flow progresses from the
Fluidic
Shape
throat to the nozzle
exit Insert
with constant
IPPlotted
R1 can be with
seen inConstant
Figure 4.50.IPR1

Figure 4.50. Streamwise shape of the fluidic corrugation with constant IP R1 versus
the shape of the hard wall corrugation given by Seiner [5]
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From Figure 4.50 it is clear that the upstream IP R has little effect on the depth
of the penetration and that the increase in IP R2 primarily controls the amount
of deflection of the core flow field seen at the nozzle exit. The shape of the fluidic
insert in comparison to the hard wall corrugation is somewhat different. The initial
gap between the numerical streamlines for the fluidic inserts and the hard wall
corrugation is due to the fact the first injector does not act on the core flow until
30 percent of the nozzle length downstream from the throat, where as the hard
wall corrugation begins at throat. Once the 30 percent position is reached, the flow
deflects slightly and provides reasonable agreement with the shape of the hard wall
corrugation for the majority of the IP R1 s. Another gap between the streamline at
the edge of the fluidic inserts and the hard wall corrugation takes place in between
the upstream and downstream injector. After the flow reaches the downstream
injector location at 70 percent of the nozzle length with respect to the throat, the
core flow is deflected greatly similar to the sharp increase in the shape of the hard
wall corrugation.
Figure 4.51 shows how the shape of the fluidic insert changes in the streamwise
direction for a constant IP R2 . When compared at the same downstream IP R,
the streamlines of the fluidic insert only translate slightly downward for increasing
the upstream IP R. This means that the overall shape of the corrugation can be
attributed primarily to the downstream IP R. The upstream IP R is important to
reduce the momentum and create a bow shock with enough strength to alter the
shocks and flow properties inside the nozzle. As was mentioned previously, the best
noise reduction is seen for IP R conditions corresponding to Case 5 for the given
heated and over-expanded jet conditions [29]. In Figure 4.50, the deflection of the
core flow for this IP R condition is not as deep into the flow as is the hard wall
corrugation. However, the shape of the fluidic insert is wider than the hard wall
corrugation. Further studies need to be performed to determine the overall area of
the fluid effected by the fluidic insert and compare this with the area of the hard
wall corrugation.
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Fluidic Insert Shape Plotted with Constant IPR2

Figure 4.51. Streamwise shape of the fluidic corrugation with constant IP R2 versus
the shape of the hard wall corrugation given by Seiner [5]

4.2.3.2

Comparison of Heated and Unheated Jet Conditions

A comparison between the heated and unheated over-expanded jet conditions for
the military-style nozzle with the circular fluidic inserts is presented with the
primary focus on the downstream evolution of the flow properties. The contours of
slices in the streamwise direction are almost indistinguishable between the unheated
and heated jet conditions. Other than the temperature of the jet, the primary
difference in the flow field is the magnitude of the turbulent kinetic energy and the
momentum of the core flow. Both the unheated and heated jet conditions share
the same trends that were presented in Section 4.2.3.1. Therefore, only an analysis
of Case 10 is presented. The jet and injector operating conditions for Case 10
are: N P R = 3.0, Mj = 1.36, IP R1 = 2.4, and IP R2 = 3.7. Powers [29] showed
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that for this configuration and flow conditions the best noise benefit is seen for
unheated jets. These conditions are chosen because the best results for the heated
jet conditions were presented in the previous section. The streamwise contours of
Mach number, x-momentum, total temperature, and turbulent kinetic energy are
presented to describe the difference in the values of the flow quantities as well as
to demonstrate the similarity of the overall flow field for the unheated and heated
jet conditions. There are subtle differences in the streamwise flow field, but the
majority of the differences associated with the fluidic inserts can be seen in contours
of cross stream slices. So, the downstream evolution of several flow properties is
then shown to describe how the shape of the corrugation differs between the two
total temperature ratios.
Contours of the total temperature are presented in Figure 4.52 to show the
difference between the heated and unheated jet conditions. For the unheated
jet condition, T T R = 1.0, the entire flow field is at nearly 288K. In the heated
simulation, the core of the jet is heated with a T T R = 3.0. Changes of the total
temperature occur when the jet exits from the nozzle and mixes with the unheated
freestream.
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a)

b)

Figure 4.52. Streamwise slice comparison between unheated and heated jet conditions
with same IP R1 = 2.4 and IP R2 = 3.7 showing contours of the total temperature. (a)
T T R = 1.0, (b) T T R = 3.0

Although there are subtle changes between the flow field structure between
unheated and heated jet conditions, the flow field exhibits very similar characteristics.
Contours of the Mach number show that the flow field structure is very similar for
the unheated and heated jets. This is presented in Figure 4.53. It can be seen that
the flow field structure in Figure 4.53 is very similar between the two simulations.
The main difference between the two simulations is the length of the potential
core of the jet for the heated jet, which is shorter than the unheated core length.
Another minor difference between the simulations is the slightly yellow region near
the top of the shear layer that is seen in Figure 4.53(a), which remains mostly green
in the heated simulation. This may be due to the high level of mixing inside of the
fluidic inserts pulling higher temperatures from the jet core into the shear layer.
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a)

b)

Figure 4.53. Streamwise slice comparison between unheated and heated jet conditions
with same IP R1 = 2.4 and IP R2 = 3.7 showing contours of the Mach number. (a)
T T R = 1.0, (b) T T R = 3.0

The x-component of momentum is shown in Figure 4.54. This provides an
understanding of how the strength of the flow field is different in the heated jet
compared to the unheated jet. Notice the difference in the contour scales. The scales
are chosen in order to provide a visualization of the amplitude of the momentum,
which falls in a narrow range. The momentum of the core flow is clearly higher for
a T T R = 1.0. It is important to note that the momentum from the injectors is the
same for both the heated and unheated simulations. This is due to the T T R for
the injectors equaling one for both of the simulations. Again there is no discernible
change in the flow field structure that can be examined.
The turbulent kinetic energy is present in Figure 4.55. Here, the change in
length of the jet core in the plume is easily identified. Similar to the momentum,
the scales have been adjusted since the T KE for the heated jet is about three
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times the amplitude of the unheated jet simulation. The length of the relative high
region of T KE between the unheated and heated simulated jet conditions is longer
for the unheated jet condition seen in Figure 4.55(a). There is also a relatively
higher amplitude of T KE in a localized region behind the downstream injector for
the unheated simulation. It is important to note that even though Case 10 gives
the best noise reduction for jets simulated with a T T R = 1.0, the noise reduction
benefit is approximately 2-3dB better for heated simulations. The T KE is much
higher for the heated simulated jet conditions, but the overall affected area is less
than that seen in Figure 4.55(a) for the unheated jet condition.

a)

b)

Figure 4.54. Streamwise slice comparison between unheated and heated jet conditions
with same IP R1 = 2.4 and IP R2 = 3.7 showing contours of the x-component of
momentum. (a) T T R = 1.0, (b) T T R = 3.0
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a)

b)

Figure 4.55. Streamwise slice comparison between unheated and heated jet conditions
with same IP R1 = 2.4 and IP R2 = 3.7 showing contours of the turbulent kinetic energy.
(a) T T R = 1.0, (b) T T R = 3.0

The downstream evolution of the total pressure is shown in Figure 4.56. Similar
to the streamwise contours comparing different flow properties, the unheated and
heated jet share the same flow characteristics in the plume. The difference between
the simulations is the effectiveness of the fluidic insert in the heated jet conditions
relative to the unheated jet conditions. At the nozzle exit the typical bulbous shape
of the fluidic insert can be seen for both simulations. However, the fluidic insert is
slightly wider and penetrates deeper into the core flow in the heated simulations
as seen by comparison of Figures 4.56(a) and (d). Since the corrugation is larger
in for the heated jet conditions the corrugation does not separate from the wall
and shear layer as much as the fluidic insert for the unheated jet condition. As the
flow continues in the downstream direction the spreading rate of the fluidic insert
is noticeable greater for the heated simulations than the unheated simulations.
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At 2DN ozzle downstream of the nozzle exit, the fluidic insert for the unheated jet
conditions continues to penetrate the jet core, while in the heated simulated jet
condition the corrugation has spread out more smoothly, leaving a more triangular
potential core in the plume.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 4.56. Downstream evolution comparison between heated and unheated jet
conditions with same IP R1 = 2.4 and IP R2 = 3.7 showing contours of the total pressure.
(a) T T R = 1.0, at nozzle exit (b) T T R = 1.0 0.5DN ozzle , (c) T T R = 1.0 2DN ozzle (d)
T T R = 3.0, at nozzle exit (e) T T R = 3.0 0.5DN ozzle , (f) T T R = 3.0 2DN ozzle

The effective differences for heated and unheated simulated jets on the Mach
number and the x-component of momentum caused by the fluidic inserts are shown
in Figures 4.57 and 4.58 respectively. The pinwheel shape that is influenced by
the fluidic inserts for the unheated jet condition seen in Figure 4.57(a) is slightly
thinner near the nozzle wall than for the heated jet condition. The spreading of
the fluid in the higher total temperature ratio conditions is always greater than for
the unheated simulated jet. This higher spreading rate for the heated jet condition
can be seen as the flow continues in the downstream direction for the both the
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Mach number and momentum of the fluid for Figures 4.57 and 4.58. Note that the
scales used to compare the momentum are different for the unheated and heated jet
conditions. In Figure 4.58(a) and (d), the x-component of momentum at the nozzle
exit is shown. The momentum in the fluidic corrugation is different between the
unheated and heated simulations, but the resultant shape of the fluid momentum
is very similar as the flow progress downstream from the nozzle.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 4.57. Downstream evolution comparison between heated and unheated jet
conditions with same IP R1 = 2.4 and IP R2 = 3.7 showing contours of the Mach number.
(a) T T R = 1.0, at nozzle exit (b) T T R = 1.0 0.5DN ozzle , (c) T T R = 1.0 2DN ozzle (d)
T T R = 3.0, at nozzle exit (e) T T R = 3.0 0.5DN ozzle , (f) T T R = 3.0 2DN ozzle

The evolution of the turbulent kinetic energy downstream of the nozzle exit
is presented in Figure 4.59. Note that the scales for the unheated and heated jet
condition are different by approximately three times. The relative T KE generated
by the fluidic inserts at the nozzle exit covers a much larger area for the heated
jet condition as seen in Figure 4.59(d). As the T KE evolves in the downstream
direction to 0.5Dnozzle , there is a deficit of T KE in the shear layer in line with the
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 4.58. Downstream evolution comparison between heated and unheated jet
conditions with same IP R1 = 2.4 and IP R2 = 3.7 showing contours of the x-component
of momentum. (a) T T R = 1.0, at nozzle exit (b) T T R = 1.0 0.5DN ozzle , (c) T T R = 1.0
2DN ozzle (d) T T R = 3.0, at nozzle exit (e) T T R = 3.0 0.5DN ozzle , (f) T T R = 3.0
2DN ozzle

fluidic corrugation for both simulations. However, area of T KE influence on the
jet is greater for the heated jet simulation. At 2DN ozzle downstream of the nozzle
exit the deficit of T KE in line with the fluidic corrugation is wider for the heated
jet condition than the unheated jet condition. This can be seen in Figures 4.59(c)
and (f).
The streamwise vorticity is then compared in Figure 4.60. In Figures 4.60(a)
and (d), at the nozzle exit, the two counter rotating vortices for the heated and
unheated simulated jets have almost the same amplitude vortices. The two vortex
tubes created by the injectors in the heated jet condition are larger in size, which
is expected since the corrugation is wider and penetrates deeper into the core flow.
As has been shown in previous sections, the strength conditions, the amplitude of
the streamwise vorticity has reduced substantially by 0.5DN ozzle downstream from
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 4.59. Downstream evolution comparison between heated and unheated jet
conditions with same IP R1 = 2.4 and IP R2 = 3.7 showing contours of the turbulent
kinetic energy. (a) T T R = 1.0, at nozzle exit (b) T T R = 1.0 0.5DN ozzle , (c) T T R = 1.0
2DN ozzle (d) T T R = 3.0, at nozzle exit (e) T T R = 3.0 0.5DN ozzle , (f) T T R = 3.0
2DN ozzle

the nozzle exit and then several orders of magnitude more once the flow continues
to 2DN ozzle in the downstream direction.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 4.60. Downstream evolution comparison between heated and unheated jet
conditions with same IP R1 = 2.4 and IP R2 = 3.7 showing contours of the streamwise
vorticity. (a) T T R = 1.0, at nozzle exit (b) T T R = 1.0 0.5DN ozzle , (c) T T R = 1.0
2DN ozzle (d) T T R = 3.0, at nozzle exit (e) T T R = 3.0 0.5DN ozzle , (f) T T R = 3.0
2DN ozzle
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Chapter 5 |
Conclusions
This section provides an overview of the work presented in the thesis. The Chapter is divided into three sections: summary, numerical conclusions, and future
work. The summary describes the importance of jet noise reduction, the concept
used for jet noise reduction, and the numerical methodology applied to provide
insight. The numerical conclusions present the findings for different studies and
comparisons performed computationally. Based on the numerical conclusions, the
future work provides additional guidance and recommendations for future numerical
investigations.

5.0.4 Summary
The noise generated by high-speed military jet engines is very intense and can be
an annoyance to the surrounding community and harmful to the environment. For
crew members in close proximity to the aircraft the high noise levels can cause
physical harm and induce hearing loss. Currently for military aircraft there are
no noise requirements. Therefore, it has been an important area for discussion to
reduce the noise generated from these military aircraft.
This thesis describes the use of fluidic inserts in a convergent-divergent militarystyle nozzle, which resembles engines of the GE F404 family. The fluidic inserts
are generated by injecting fluid into the divergent section of the military-style
nozzle. The conical high-speed nozzle has a design Mach number of 1.65. It has
twelve facets in the divergent section corresponding to flaps and seals, which are
interleaved to create area adjustments for the operational nozzle.
It is rare for the jet engine to be operating on-design, which means the pressure
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at the nozzle exit is the same as the ambient pressure. This is also often referred
to as perfectly-expanded flow. For the military-style nozzle presented in this thesis
the flow is never perfectly expanded due to the sharp throat creating oblique shocks
and the nozzle not be designed using the method of characteristics. Operating
on-design for the military-style nozzle refers to the least amplitude of shock waves
and expansions in the jet. When the aircraft is preparing for take-off on a flight
deck, the nozzle is typically operating at an over-expanded jet condition. This
occurs when the pressure at the nozzle exit is lower than the ambient pressure. For
this operating condition there are oblique shocks created from the nozzle lip in
order to increase the pressure to match ambient conditions. If the jet is heavily
over-expanded a barrel shock or Mach disk is formed just downstream of the nozzle
exit. If the nozzle is operating off-design, broadband shock-associated noise is
generate, in addition to mixing noise.
Turbulent mixing noise is the primary noise generating mechanism associated
with subsonic jet flow. The turbulent mixing noise is created by the interaction of
turbulent structures in the jet shear layer and mixing in the downstream region of
the jet. When the jet flow is supersonic two additional components of noise are
added, creating three sources of noise radiation. The two additional mechanisms
are broadband shock associated noise and screech. The broadband shock associated
noise is due to the presence of shock waves in the jet plume. The shear layer acts
as a boundary for the shock waves, which reflect off the shear layer and continue to
propagate quasi-periodically in the downstream direction with a weaker amplitude.
The interaction of the shock waves with the shear layer generates the noise, which is
radiated predominantly in the upstream direction. Screech tones have high intensity
that occur at distinct frequencies and can cause structural damage to the nozzle.
The screech tones are seen as a result of a feedback loop, which begins with the
upstream radiation of the broadband shock associated noise. The waves that travel
upstream due to the broadband shock associated noise interact with the thin shear
layer near the nozzle lip. This excitation of the shear layer creates instability waves
near the nozzle lip. The initially small disturbances the propagate downstream
from the nozzle lip and their amplitude grows rapidly. In turn they interact with
the shock wave cells generating the upstream traveling acoustic waves and this
closes the feedback loop and results in a very intense tonal noise called screech.
The use of the fluidic inserts to reduce the noise radiation in the high-speed
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military-style nozzle can be seen by experimental studies performed by Morris
et al. [3] and Powers [13] [29]. Morris et al. attempted to provide correlations
between flow parameters from numerical simulations using steady RANS to the
noise reduction seen in the experiments. A correlation is seen between the highest
reduction in mixing noise and the highest levels of integrated streamwise vorticity
at the nozzle exit. But this not always the case. An attempt has also been
made correlate the pressure difference at the nozzle exit with broadband shock
associated noise, but there is no evident relationship. However, good agreement is
shown between the experimental flow field measurements and the flow field seen
in numerical simulations with steady RANS. This provides confidence that the
computations provides a reasonable flow field, which can be investigated further.
To further expand on the studies of Morris et al. [3] and Powers [13] [29] and
to gain a better understanding of the effect of the fluidic inserts in the core flow
of the nozzle, numerical simulations using steady RANS are performed. Several
numerical strategies are used to obtain an understanding of the fluidic inserts.
For this investigation, two different flow solvers and grid generation software are
used. Fluidic injection into a supersonic freestream over a flat plate and fluidic
inserts using circular injector ports in the military-style nozzle are performed with
the flow solver ANSYS-CFX. The meshes for these simulations are created using
ANSYS-ICEM. A study using rectangular injector ports to create a fluidic insert in
the military-style nozzle is performed using the flow solver Wind-US and the mesh
is created using Pointwise Gridgen. A parametric study for fluid injection into a
supersonic freestream using different injection pressure ratios provides a generalized
flow field and shape for the fluidic inserts. To match the set-up for experiments
performed by Powers [29], 3 fluidic corrugations with 6 injectors are used in the
military-style nozzle. The two injectors per corrugation are located at 30 percent
and 70 percent distance to the nozzle exit relative to the throat. The angles of
the injectors relative to the jet centerline are 450 and 900 respectively. To simulate
similar conditions to the flow seen in the military-style a freestream Mach number
of 1.5 is used and the freestream fluid has a T T R ≈ 1.5. The spacing, diameter, and
angle of the injectors is equivalent to the parameters for the injectors used in the
military style nozzle. The simulations performed with Wind-US for the rectangular
injectors in the military-style nozzle enables a comparison of the effect of different
injection pressure ratios for an unheated jet with two over-expanded jet conditions.
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The two over-expanded flow conditions have a N P R = 3.0 and N P R = 3.5, which
correspond to an Mj = 1.36 and Mj = 1.47 respectively. For the circular injectors
in the military-style nozzle, both unheated and heated over-expanded jet conditions
are simulated with ANSYS-CFX with a wide range of injection pressure ratios.
The heated jet condition has a T T R = 3.0 and the over-expanded jet conditions
for both unheated and heated simulations have a N P R = 3.0 and Mj = 1.36.

5.0.5 Numerical Conclusions
The flow field generated by fluid injection into a supersonic freestream over a flat
plate provides an accurate representation of the shape of the corrugation seen in
the military-style nozzle. As the fluid is injected into the supersonic freestream a
bow shock forms in front of both injectors. The strength of the bow shock increases
as the IP R increases. Directly behind the injector a rapid expansion occurs. It
is also seen that there is little penetration from the upstream injector and that
the depth of the corrugation into the freestream is dependent primarily on the
downstream 900 injector. However, the importance of the upstream injector cannot
be overlooked. The upstream injector creates a decrease in momentum relative
to the freestream. This allows the downstream injector to penetrate more deeply
into the main flow. The shape of the corrugation can be visualized by viewing
contours of total pressure and total temperature. Streamlines are added to the
flow to demonstrate that the two total conditions provide a good marker for the
shape of the fluidic corrugation. The total pressure provides additional information
relevant to the flow in and around the downstream injector. Inside the downstream
injector there is a contraction in pipe diameter and a 450 bend. Around this
bend the flow can be seen separate. This creates a drop in the total pressure
and expected mass flow rate. This is an important feature, which models in the
experiments conducted by Powers [29]. Just behind the downstream injector the
flow can be seen separating from the wall. This separation increases with increasing
the downstream IP R. Cross stream slices of total temperature and total pressure
show that the corrugation forms a bulbous shape at the equivalent nozzle exit and
is separating from the wall. The cross sectional shape of the fluidic corrugation is
considerably wider than the hard wall corrugation designed by Seiner [5]. Cross
stream contours of the streamwise vorticity at the equivalent nozzle exit show
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that two high-amplitude counter rotating vortex tubes fill the inside of the fluidic
corrugation and effectively drive the bulbous shape. This behavior of the flow
field seen in the parametric study for fluid injection with circular injectors into a
supersonic flow over a flat plate directly translates to the flow in the military-style
nozzle. The depth of penetration and spreading are slightly different between the
simulations, but the characteristics of the flow field are the same.
The comparison between the rectangular injector and the circular injector
configurations in the military-style nozzle provides useful information about the
flow field structure and the dependence on grid generation. A one-to-one comparison
could not be made since there are several differences between the configurations.
The main differences between the configurations other than the geometry of the
injectors are the flow solver, turbulence model, slightly different upstream injection
pressure ratios, and most importantly the grid characteristics. For contours of flow
properties shown in streamwise slices through the injector centerline, the amount of
penetration into the core flow is much greater for the rectangular corrugation. Even
with the slightly different upstream injection pressure ratio, it was shown from the
parametric flat plate study that the penetration of the corrugation is dependent
primarily on the downstream injector pressure ratio. The larger deflection of the
core flow for the rectangular injector configuration can be attributed to the fact
that there is no separation inside the injector in this configuration, as there is
in the downstream circular injector. Inside the nozzle the flow field was very
similar between the simulations until the flow reached the downstream injector.
A downstream evolution of the flow properties has been presented by examining
cross stream contours starting at the nozzle exit and progressing 2DN ozzle in
the downstream direction. The shape of the fluidic insert for the rectangular
configuration is much thinner than the bulbous shape that is seen for the fluidic
insert generated by the circular injectors. Two counter rotating vortices are seen
inside the fluidic corrugation, which is consistent with the parametric study for flow
injection into a supersonic freestream. These two high-amplitude vortices diminish
in strength by several orders of magnitude 2DN ozzle downstream from the nozzle,
effectively reducing to the same amplitude as the rest of the streamwise vorticity
in the core flow. Another important characteristic of the flow field is that as the
flow continues in the downstream direction the shape of the plume becomes and
remains triangular, which has been shown in experimental flow measurements by
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Powers [13]. The numerical results are asymmetric for the rectangular configuration
especially as the flow continues in the downstream direction. This is most likely due
to the mesh being skewed. Although the circular injector results show a slight swirl
for certain IP R conditions, the improvement in symmetry is much more evident
and the triangular shape of the plume is seen distinctly for all simulations. The
most important findings of this comparison are the thinning of the fluidic insert
with the rectangular injectors, the importance of separation in the circular injector,
and the improvement of symmetry for the circular injector configuration.
A comparison for the rectangular injector configuration with two over-expanded
jet conditions has been performed. The flow structure clearly changes between
the two different jet operating conditions. The plume is longer, the flow is faster,
and the quasi-period shock cell locations are different for the higher N P R = 3.5.
The effectiveness of the corrugation for the same IP R for both over-expanded
jet conditions is different. As the N P R is increased the depth and width of the
fluidic insert becomes smaller. For a N P R = 3.5 the upstream injector is not able
to reduce the momentum of the flow to the same level as seen for a N P R = 3.0.
Therefore, the downstream injector is not able to deflect the core flow as effectively.
The vortices inside the corrugation for both over-expanded jet conditions had the
same amplitude and both dissipated at 2DN ozzle downstream of the nozzle exit.
A parametric study is shown for circular injectors in a military-style nozzle
with heated, over-expanded jet conditions. Only the flow field for the T T R = 3.0
is presented, as the same trends occur for varying the IP R in the simulations for
unheated jet conditions. The flow field that the injectors induced on the supersonic
freestream over a flat plate is also seen in the military-style nozzle. The bow shock
occurs in front of each injector and the strength of the bow shock is dependent
on the IP R. The same relationship between the IP R and deflection of the core
flow holds between the parametric study for the fluidic injection into a supersonic
freestream and the fluidic injection into a military-style nozzle. The shape of the
fluidic corrugation is bulbous at the nozzle exit and begins to separate from the wall
and then shear layer as the flow progresses downstream from the nozzle exit. At
the nozzle exit, contours of Mach number show a pinwheel shape with a M ≈ 1.36.
The size of the pinwheel is dependent on the upstream injection pressure ratio.
The pinwheel structure is formed by the presence of the fluidic insert and the effect
of the bow shock from the upstream injector on the flow field structure inside
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the nozzle. For lower IP R1 , the pinwheel shape does not reach the nozzle walls.
When the IP R1 = 2.1 or higher the pinwheel shape extends to the nozzle walls
and becomes thicker with increased IP R1 . There is a localized area behind the
downstream injector of high T KE. As the fluid progresses in the downstream
direction there is a reduction in the amplitude of the T KE behind the downstream
injector. The higher amplitude T KE in the plume that is in line with the fluidic
insert begins later in the plume and is a much shorter region than that seen in the
baseline simulation. The T KE on the opposite side of the jet to the fluidic insert
begins at the nozzle lip as expected, but the length of the higher amplitude T KE
region in the plume is shortened.
A comparison is made between unheated and heated simulated jet conditions
to determine the difference in the shape and effectiveness of the fluidic inserts.
The flow field structure is almost entirely the same between the unheated and
heated jets. There are differences in the amplitude for the momentum of the core
flow, the turbulent kinetic energy, and the core temperature. The x-component
of the momentum is slightly lower in the heated core case and the amplitude of
the T KE generated in the shear layer is about three times greater than for the
unheated jet condition. The primary difference is noticed with the spreading and
penetration of the fluidic insert in the core flow. For the heated jet condition, there
is greater spreading and penetration into the core flow. The increased width of
the corrugation and spreading allow for greater reduction in the T KE azimuthally
around the nozzle in the heated simulations. For the higher combinations of IP R in
the heated simulations, the effects on the flow field from a single fluidic insert come
close to interacting with effects created by the neighboring fluidic insert spaced
1200 apart around the nozzle. This is due to the higher rate of spreading seen in
the heated jet conditions than the unheated jet conditions.

5.0.6 Future Work
This thesis presents the effects of fluidic inserts on the flow field in a military-style
nozzle. Flow field results have been compared to experimental measurements and
showed reasonable agreement. It is encouraging that the steady RANS can predict
a representative flow field for the fluidic inserts in the military-style nozzle and, as a
result of the present simulations, the effects of the injectors are better understood.
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However, improvements can be made in order to increase the accuracy of the
flow field. The primary factor in improving the quality of the results is an increase
the resolution of the mesh and a reduction in the skewness of the cells as much
as possible. It is expected that the steady RANS equations should produce a
symmetric flow for the given problem. To achieve this, only a section of the nozzle
geometry will be used for grid generation and a symmetry boundary condition
can be applied. This would also reduce the overall number of nodes and increase
computational performance.
A further investigation of the flow properties from the steady RANS simulations
should be performed to correlate specific flow parameters or characteristics with the
noise benefits seen in experiments [29]. Once correlations are made between flow
properties and noise benefits, changes to the injectors can be made to optimize the
noise reduction. Other than altering the IP R, parameters to consider for changes
to the injectors are the angle, the hole size, the location on the nozzle, the number
of injectors, and the number of corrugations.
Further studies using LES can be performed and numerical acoustic predictions
can be made. A solution from the steady RANS for a specific set of jet and injector
conditions can be used as an initial condition for the LES to help with convergence.
The largest difficulty in running LES is creating the mesh for the computational
domain. However, the computational domain currently used for the RANS solutions
was originally used for LES calculations by Du [30]. So, the transition between
steady RANS and LES should be a smoother process in future research to help
predict the noise benefit by using fluidic inserts in a high speed military-style nozzle.
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